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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Patent is a statutory monopoly right granted to an inventor for a limited 

period which secures him the exclusive right to make use or sell his 

invention'! The purpose of granting the monopoly is to work the invention 

and to vend the resuhing product.2 The word patent. has its origin in the 

expression lsttsrs pall.mt1 L,ttsrs Patsnt or Lifsra, pafsnfss means open 

letters issued by the Crown.4 

The early origins of the institution of patents can be traced back to the 

British Crownts practice ofgiving monopoly right to traders.s Monopoly was 

Wharton's law L,xicon (Sweet & Maxwell, 14 ed., 1993)~ p.584. 

J 	 See Rajagopala Ayyangar, R'port on the Revision 0/the Patents Law 
(Govenunent of India. 1959). p.9. 

l 	 Anthony William Deller, Delkr's Walker on Patents, (V01.1, 2nd cd., 
1964). 

4 	 The British Crown in olden days used to issue open letters which bind 
the subjects at larger see Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridggd 
Dictionary o/th, English Language (Random House, 1996), p.823. 

S 	 For details see Roman A. Klitzke, "Historical Backgro\Uld of the 
English Patent Law", 41 Journal of Pat. off, SOC], 615 (Vol.XLI, 
1959). 
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granted to anyone who brings a new invention to England irrespective of 

whether he is the real inventor or nol.t There was no need to disclose an 

invention nor was it necessary to be 8 new manufacture.7 Infact the 

consideration for the grant of Dlonopoly was the establishment of an 

industry. 

From this e-arly history the institution of patents has travened a long 

way before it acquired its present fonn.a During the course of this 

development its basic concepts have undergone dra...qic changes. At. different 

points of time judic.i.ari.es and legislatures have attempted to redefine the 

basics of patents.' This gradual evolution finally resulted in fundamental 

changes in the basic concepts of patents. Conceptually speaking from the 

very beginning itself pments seem to have its foundation on social interest 

notions. The built in expiry of the period of monopoly. the compulsion for 

6 Ihid. 

7 	 See Wynd1uun Hu1me~ "The History of the Patent System under the 
prerogative and at Common Law" 12 L.Q.R.141 (1896). p.l41, as cited 
in N.S. Gopalakrisbnan, Intellectual Property alld Criminal Law, 
(NLSIU, 1994), p.l83. 

8 	 Ibid 

9 	 For a detailed analysis of the judicial and legislative development of 
patent laws see N S Gopalakrishnan., lnh!/kctual Property and 
CriminaJLaw. (NLSIU, 1994), pp.l82-201. 

2 
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disclosure of the invention and the in...~stance of actual working have 

strengthened the soc;ial interest basis of patent regimes.lO These provisions 

are aimed at an increase in the common stock ofknowledge accessible by all, 

which facilitates scientific Bud technological progress. 

But within the patent regimes, there has been an ongoing conflict 

between the social interest notions as agam..'¢ the individual rights of tlIe 

patentee in his economic gains, Patent systems now seem to be 

predominated by individual right notions resulting in the dilution of the 

social interest basis,ll 

In India the patent system owes its origin to a legislative process which 

began in the middle of the 19th century ,12 It. ended up in the enactment. of the 

10 	 Patents are granted for a predetermined period. For e.g.~ in India 
except in case of process patents on food drug or medicine the tenn of 
patent is fomteen years. In case of such inventions the period is five 
years from the date of sealing of tlIe potent or seven years fronl the 
dare of filing the patent whichever is shorter. See Sec.53 of the Patents 
Act, 1970. 

For the provisions relating to disclosure see Sections 2(l)(nl). 7. 
9,. and particularly Sec.10 of the Patents Ac~ 1970. 

11 	 For an elaborate analysis of the conceptual basis of IPRs see Justin 
Hughes) "The Philosophy of Intellectual Proeprty") 77 George Town 
Law JQurna~ 287 (1988). 

IJ 	 See supra n.2. 
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1911 Patent Act which remained in the statute book in one fonn or other till 


1970.13 In 1970, the Patents Act was enacted. The patent legislations, 

originally enacted by the British were intended to protect their trade 

interests.14 But the 1970 Act was drafted in 8 different line so as to guarantee 

the interests of the public writ large. This is evident from a nwnber of 

provi.~ons in the Patents Act)' A clear reflection of the predominance of 

public interests in the working of the Indian Patent System can be seen in the 

provisions which exclude product patenting of drugs. medicine and food)' 

The purpose behind these prow,'ions was to protect the larger social needs 

relating to food security and availability of drugs and medicines. Therefore 

the Indian patent law as it stands today seems to reflect the social needs at 

large. 

The Final Act of the WTO which is signed in Marrakesh on 15.4.1994 

brought into existence the World Trade Organisation. The Agreement on the 

13 See Rajeev Dhav8ll et. al.~ "Whose Interest? Independent India's 
Patent Law and Policy". 3~ J.l.L.l., 429. (1990). 

14 See.Raja GopaJaAyyengar, op. cit., pp.9-12. 

1.5 	 See generolly Chapter XVI ofthe Patents Act 1970. Chapter XVI deals 
with working of patents. compulsory licenses. licenses of Right and 
Revocation. 

Ii 	 See Sec. 5 of the Act. See also Sec. 3 of the Act. 

4 
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Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights fonns part of the WTO 

charter)7 The mcoIpOration of intellectual property rights into the GATT 

negotiations has a long history. sa At present the members of WTO are under 

an obligation to comply with the mandates given in the TRIPs Agreement. 

The Agreement gives some time to implement the provisions to· the 

developing and the least developed country members~ taking into account 

their economio and teoMologioal developments.t9 The basio purpose of 

TRIPs is to bring a global intellectual property regime so as to avoid lPRs 

becoming barriers to international trade.:» For this purpose the differences 

exi.<¢ing in between the domestic intellectual property regimes are to be 

17 	 See the Final Act of WTO, 

II 	 See generally Mucltkund Dubey~ An Unequal Treaty> World 
Trading Order Ajlsr GAIT, (New Age, 1966). Vandana Shiv,\ GATT 
and the Biodiversity Convention, E,P. W" April 3, (1993). 
N.S.Oopalakrishnan. ''Diversity related Intellectual Property Rights~ 
GATT Final Act, the Convention on Biological Diversity and the 
Challenges'\ The Academy Law RtrViBW~ Vo1.18~ 1 & 4 p.64 (l994)~ 
Chskravarthi Raghavan~ Recolonisation: GA1T, The Uruguay Round 
and the Third World. 

l' 	 See Artiicles 65 and 66 of the TRIPs. 

See the Preamble of TRIPs. 
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reconciled. Therefore TRIPs mandates for certain amendments in the 

domestic laws ofthe member nations.al 

India being a member of WTO is under an obligation to comply with 

the requirements of the TRIPs Agreement. One such obligation as it ~ds 

today is to provide patent protection for microorganisms and microbiological 

processes.21 Microorganisrns being living subject Dl8Uer.D this inlplies the 

ZI 	 As far as India is concerned one immediate obligation is to provide 
Exclusive Monopoly Rights (EMR) lUlder Art. 70(8) rlw Art. 27, on 
phamlSCuetica1. and agro-chemical products. 

See Art. 27 of TRIPS. Art. 27 provides for patentable subject matter 
, which include microorganism and microbiological processes. 

l3 	 The word microorganism is not defined in any legal docmnents. 
Microorganisms genernlly mean to include organisms which are visible 
only through a. microscope. The proposal for the EC Directive on the 
Legal Protection of Biotechnological Inventions in Art.2(l) defines 
biological material as any material containing genetic information and 
capable of self-producing or capable of being reproduced in a 
biological system. See The Proposal/or a European Parliament and 
Council Directive (Be) on the Legal Proteclion of Biotechnological 
Inventions, DOC, COM (95) 661 final of 13. Dec. 1995. The 
Examination guidelines of the European Patent Office explains the 
term microorganism as follows: 

"Microorganisms" include not only bacteria and yeasts~ but also 
fungip aIgae~ protozoa and humBI4 animal and plant cells, i.e., all 
generally wllcellula:.r organisms with dimensions beneath the limits of 
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case of patenting of life fonDS. At, present. there is no specific provision in 

the Patents Act. 1970 to provide patent protection for microorganisms and 

microbiological processes. But TRIPs gives 8 period of ten years to amend 

the Act to comply with the nl8l1date.;M 

Patenting of life forms seems to have a long history.ll But the issue 

attracted the attention of the academic circles after the decision of the U.S 

Supreme Court in the Chalauaborty ctUe.~ In Chakraborty the U.S 

Supreme Court held that. a man Dlode microorganism is patentable.J7 

Subsequently in a nwnber of decisions the courts in U.S and Europe 

exp811ded their patent laws so as to include within their purview various 

fonDS ofliving subject matter as pate.ntable.2S 

vision which can be propagated and manipulated in a laboratory. 
Plasmids are also considered to falll.Ulder this definition. 

Guidelines for Examination, E.P.O~ C-N, 3.5. 

J4 	 See supm n.l9. 

:i~ 	 For a detailed discussion see Chapter III. 

Diamondv. Chahahorty (SC) 447 US 305. 

F or ~tai1s see Chapter III. 

For details see Chapter III. 
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The development. of law in this area is to be seen in the light ofvarious 

factors~ the most important of which is the advancements in the field of 

biotechnology that have commercial potentials.l9 Biotechnology uses either 

directly or indirectly. living beings as the subject nlotters as its experinlents.JO 

Life patenting has become a controver~<ial issue because of the recent 

innovations in this area}l These technological developments succeeded in 

introducing genetic changes in organisms with specific ends.12 The outcome 

of this teclmology was living organisms exhibiting novel qualities. This 

resulted in claims for patent protection for biotechnological inventions which 

are living organisms. A backgroWld Wlderstanding of these scientific 

developments seems to be necessary for a proper appraisal of the issues 

relating to patenting living beings. especially when it CODles to the value 

conflicts between scientific advancements and social nonns. 

The Discovery of DNA structure by Watson and Crick and the 
subsequent development of re-DNA technology resulted in the 
emergence of the New Biotechnology. For 8 detailed analysis see 
Chapter II. 

F or the meaning and content of biotechnology See Bull~ Holt and Lilly> 
Biotechnology: international Trends and Perspectives. (OECD~ Paris. 
1982). 

31 Ibid. 

See generally Chapter II. 

8 
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, . 

As said earlier the Indian Patent Act. does not specifically provide for 

patenting of living subject matter. But the TRIPs compulsion for patent 

grants on life fonus now force us to address the various issues relating to it. 

The economic dimensions of the issue are primarily related to two 

factors. One is the high conunercial viability of the biotechnological 

inventions and the other the huge investments made thereby." These factors 

resulted in the emergence of a global hio hlUiness.3A. The economic issues 

relating to the patent protection of biotechnological inventions require a very 

wide canvas. therefore are out of the purview of this research. But while 

addressing the vital issues involved in life patenting its economic dimensions 

stand as a background for the research. 

The existing literature on the topic reflects two divergent interests. 

One set of writings are trying to look at the issue in terms of the social and 

economic benefits deriving out of providing patent grants on life forms. lS 

See Mitchel B. Wallerstein et. al., ed., Global Dimensions of 
Intellectual Property Rights in Science and Technology. (National 
AcadenlY Press. 1993). 

Examples of biotech based industries are Monsanto, leI, Ciba Geigy, 
Genentech, Hoecht and SB. 

3~ 	 See generally, Brier~ Crespi and Straus~ .Biotechnology and Patent 
Protection, (OECD, Paris, 1985). Robert AI Sherwoo~ "Why a 
UnifOIDl Intellectual Property System Dlakes sense", Mitchell B. 
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These writings argue that better patent protection enC01.1fages scientific 

progress which in tum brings social benefits. The other set of writings 

discard these arguments largely on the basis of biodiversity preservation and 

rights of indigenous people over traditional knowledge systems.)6 Sonle of 

Wallerstein at aI., Glohal Dimensions ofIntBlIsctual Property Rights in 
Science and Technowgy, (National Academy Press, 1993), Rogee A. 
Sedj and R. David Simpson. "Property Rights, EA1.ernaJities and 
Biodiversity", IWI Walden, "Preserving Biodiversity: the Role of 
Property Rights'\ Timothy M. SWWIsen ed.) The Economics and 
Ecology 0/ Biodiversity (Cambridge University Press. 1995), Justin 
Hughes, "The Philosophy of Intellectual Property", 77, George Town 
Law JQurna~ 287. 

Apart from these writings the fonowing treatises provide the 
conceptual basis and justifications for private property, John Locke. 
Two Treatises of Government, (Laslett, rev., ed., 1963). Robert 
Nozic~ Stal8, Anarchy and Utopia (Oxford University Press, 1975). 
Jolm Rawls~ The Tlleory o/Justice (Oxford University Press. 1986). 

See generally. Vandan.a Shivs. Captive Mnds and Captive Lives: 
EtlUcs. Ecology and Paienu on Lifo (Research FolUldation for 
Science. Technology and Natural Resource Policy 1995). Andy 
Coghlan, ''Licensed to Sell the Stuff of Life". New Scientist, 11 Feb. 
1995, No. 19M, p.l2, Stephen Brush and Doreen Stabinsky, ed., 
Valuing Local Knowledge: Indigenous People and Intlllhctual 
Property Rightr (Island Press~ 1995). Suman Sahli4 "Patenting Genetic 
Resources: The Case of Developing Countries". Indian. Farming. 
Oct.l993. p,7., Madhaw Gadgil and Preston Devasia, "Intellectual 
Property Rights and Biological Resources, Specifying Geographical 
Origins WId Prior Knowledge of Uses", Current SciencetVo1.69 J No.8, 
Oct. 25, p.637. 1995. "The Dunkel Draft and Developing Countries" 

10 
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the writers in the latter school highlight the environmental hazards of the 

unfettered deployment ofgenetic engineering.17 

by Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) voices. Vo!.l7, No.3~ 
Sep.1993. Smnan SalIBi, "PalentingLife Fonns What It Implies." EPw. 
April 25, p.878. 1992. Tracey Clunies Ross. tlCreeping Enclosure~ Seed 
Legislation, Plant Breeders Rights and Scottish Potatoes". The 
Ecologist Vo1.26, No.3, May/June 1996. H K Jain, "The Biodiversity 
Convention: More Losers than Winners", .Biol8clmology and 
Development Monitor, No.2!, Dec. 1994, p.23. Vandana Shivs, 
''Dispossession of Knowledge, Theft of Third World Resources and 
Intellectual Property'\ The Ecologist, Vol.26t No.3. May/June 1996. 
Smnan SalIai, "The 'Sui Genen.s: System", EPW. Dec. I I. p.2702, 1993, 
Robin Pistoriss, tlWas the US refusal to sign the Biodiversity 
Convention Necessary?". Biol8clmology and Development A/omlor. 
No. II, Sep.1992,. Muchkund Dubey, An Unequal Treaty: World 
Trading Order Aft,r GAIT (New Age 1996). John Mugabe and Evans 
Duke, "Control over Genetic Resources", Biotechnology and 
Development Monitor, No.2l, Dec. 1994, p.6. Suman Sahai, 
"Intellectual Property Rights over Life forms: What Should Guide 
Indilis Position", EPW. lan.l5, 1994. 

17 	 Richard Hind Marsh. "The Flawed sustainable promise of Genetic 
Engineering", The Eco/cgist, Vol2I. No.5, p.196. Sep.lOct. 1991. 
Peter R. Willis, "The Ecological Hazards of Transgenic Varieties", 
Third World Resurgellce, No.53/54, p.30. Paul HatchwelL "Opening 
Pandora's Box: The Risks of Releasing Genetically Engineered 
Orgw:ri.sms"~ The Ecologist. Vol.l9, No.4. p.30. 1989t Mae-Wan HQ~ 
"Genetic Engineering: Hope on Hoax?". Third World Resurgence. 
No.53154. p.28. V SUdSllB Sluv~ "Why the Engineering Parodignl in 
Life FOIDl is Flawed". Third World Resurgence, No.53/54~ 1995, p.25. 
Andre de Kathen, "The Impact of Transgenic Crop Release in 
Developing Countries", JJiotechnology and D(I}'6Jopm6nt A/onitar, 

11 
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However~ no comprehtm..cUve and in~depth study has been conducted 

on the issue, highlighting its legal ethical and envirorunental ramifications. It 

is felt that the literature availab}j, on the topic do not address the issue4 

critically. Therefore this research proceeds to muilyse the legal, ethical and 

environmental implications of patenting life fonns. But the bmtic questions 

involved in this area are so conjoined thm sometimes a clear distinction 

would not become possible. But the crux of the problems involved in each 

of the areas are separately identified mld mlalysed. 

The research centres around the following hypothesis. 


- Whether patenting of life fonus is desinlble or not? 


The research questions are classified into three groups. One set of 

questions address the legal issues. These issues CWl be identified in two 

p1anes~ one conceptual and the other in the realm of employing the concepts. 

In the conceptual level, the legality of life patenting poses certain 

No.28~ Sep.1996~ p.lO) "The need to Regulate and Control Genetic 
Engineering". Cover Report., Third World Resurgenctl, 53/54
JanlFeb.l995. David Dickson, ''UK Clinical Geneticists Ask for Ban 
on the Patenting of Hmnan Genes'\ J.lature~ Vol. 366) No. 6454, 
Dec.l993. p.39L Philip J. RegaL "Critical Issue ill Bioteclmologytt. 
Third World Resurgence, No. 53/54J JaniFeb 1995~ p.33. LaVllence 
Busch, ''Eight Reasons 'Why Patents Should not be e.xtended to phmts 
and animals", Biotechnology and Development klonitor, No.24, 
Sep.1955~ p.24. Dm:ryl RJ. Macer~ Attitudes to Genetic Engineering 
(Eubios Ethics Institute. 1992). 

12 




jurisprudential questions. In a more practical realm it involves the problems 

of reconciling the TRIPs and the Indian Patent regime. The legal issues 

relating to life patenting as far as India is concerned directly relates to the 

hSllllollisation of the IndiWl Patent regime with the global nlodel as 

incorporated in the TRIPs. The problems in tltis context are to he analysed 

in the light of several factors like the case law developments in the west and 

the basic legal principles of the Indian patents Act. The following issues are 

raised in this context. 

1) 	 the permissibility of patenting life fonns in the light of the "public 

order~ morality and the natural law principkstt clauses in the Indian 

Patents Act. 

2) 	 Do the "public order morality" clauses in TRIPs wld the Indian Patents 

Act encompass the moral and ethical components identified in the 

context of patenting life fODUS. 

Questions become complex when it is an ahout life. The same is the 

case of a conceptual enquiry a.~ to the ethics of life patenting. The questions 

central to this enquiry are: 

1) 	 Is life intrinsically valuable according to the wen established principles 

of naturallaw7 

13 




2) Do patents on life fonns violate the intrinsic values oflife? 

In order to fully appreciate these questions certain fundmnental issues 

are also analysed in brief. They include the value conflicts between the 

social nonns which are set on the basis of the collectively con~cted 

thoughts of generations of people and the new values coming up from 

scientific progre.ss.J8 

The ethical concerns emerging from the granting of private property 

rights over living beings cOlnpel the research to address the morality of 

legafu,mg a private monopolistic domain over living beings. This in a way 

raises a broader issue relating to the morality of plh'a1e property. But the 

research does not address this question, in its stead confines to the morality 

issue relating to pm'al8 prQpertising life fonns.J9 

The importance of bioteclmology in social progress cannot be 

undemulled. It is generally accepted that the advancements in bioteclulOlogy 

generate economic benefits.4> But the merits of biotechnology is to be 

F or a detailed discussion see Chapter IV. 

loid 

See Suman Sahai, "The Import~ulcC of Biotechnology for N~u.iona1 
Growth mId Development" (Gene Call1paign~ 1997)~ tlIndustrial 

'Property Protection of Bioteclmological Inventions". Report of tlle 

14 
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appreciated in teons of its relative demerits~ ie'$ the enviromnental hazards it 

creates."1 This study analyses though not in detail the scientific arguments on 

the environmental hazards of biotechnological inventions. This analysis also 

has a theoretical plane. which addresses the bio-eUrical aspects of life 

patenting. Since bio-ethics by itsself is a broad field of enquiry> the analysis 

here confines to certain specific issues. The purpose of this bio-ethical 

approach is to make it clear that the problems of environntental risks have a 

theoretical base. The enquiry then proceeds to address the possibility of 

striking a balance between the relative merits and demerits of 

bioteclmological inventions by putting reasonable restrictions upon it. For 

this purpose the role of the patent regime and the biosafety mechanism are 

analysed. The research issues on this point are~ 

is a ban on life patenting an effective step in curbing the environmental 

hazards of biotechnological inventions? 

is the biosafety mechanism in India effective to curb the ecological 

hazards of genetic engineering? 

International Bureau, WIPO, BIG/C6IlV/2 (1988). Joseph Straus, 
"Industrial Property Protection of Biotechnological Inventions: 
Analysis of Certain Ba..qc Issues", WIPO, BIG/281 (1985), Lud",ig 
Baulner~ "Protee·lion of Inventions in the Field of Biotechllo1ogy~ 
WIPO/Cornell University (1987). 

See the discussion in Chapter V. 
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The biogafety mechanism in India is analysed because India is one 

among the very few countries in A...aa having a biosafety policy:12 The dearth 

of materials in this regard compelled the research to confule to the data 

available for the purpose of analysis. After having a critical appraisal. of the 

roles of patent. Stj'stem and the hiosafety mechanism in moulding the 

innovations in this field of science so as to effectuate a steady and healthier 

social progress. the enquiry addresses the question of the desirability of 

patenting of life fomlS. 

This study is divided into sbe chapters. Chapter I is the introduction. 

Chapter II consists of an overview of biotechnology. Chapter III deals with 

the legal developments in life pat.enting. This chapter addresses in brief the 

interplay between Intellectual Property rights and biotechnological 

innovations. A detailed critical appreciation of the case law i.~ also included 

in th.is chapter. Chapter IV focuses on the Jnorality questions relating to 

patetlting of living beings. It consits of a det.ailed jurisprudential analysis of 

the issue. 

See generally. Jos Bijnla.ll, "Biosafety Regulation'\ .Biotech1lology and 
Development Monilor~ No.18~ March 1994~ p.14~ "The Prospects for 
Technical Guidelines for Safety in Biotechnology'\ Discussion paper 
in the Anglo-Dutch Initiative, Biotechnology and Development 
Monitor. No.20~ Septenlber 1994~ p.21. Annual Report of die 
Departmsnt of Bioteclm%gy, Government of India, 1997, Sachin 
Chaturvedi, ''Biosafety Policy and Implications in India", 
Biot.echnologyand DW8lopm8ntMonilor, No.30, March 1997, p.lO. 
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The Chapter V consists of four parts. Pmt I examines the scientific 

arguments relating the environmental hazards of genetic engineering. Part II 

analyses the biosafety nlechanisms and its functioning. Part III addresses in 

brief certain bio-ethical is~lles and in Part IV an attempt is made to analyse 

the extent of patentability of biotechnological invention in the light of its 

environmental risks. Chapter VI is the conclusion. The hypothesis, i.e .• 

whether or not patenting life forms desimble is tested in this chapter in the 

light of the disc~-aions in the preceeding chapters. 

17 
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CHAPTER II 

BIOTECHNOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW 

A. A Brief Int.roduct1on to Blot.eehnology 

Biotechnology has a long history. Man from the beginning of human 

civilization started selecting organisms that. improve agriculture~ animal 

husbandry, baking and brewing. '.Bios' in Greek means life and 

biotechnology seems to comprise the technology that uses living entities like 

anima1s~ plants or micro organisms or causes organic change in them. The 

expression biotechnology~ despite its long standing tradition is not properly 

defined. But. several attempts have been made to comprehen..~vely define the 

tem biotechnology,I An OECD study defines biotechnology as the 

application of scientific and engineering principles to the processing of 

The Office of Technology Assessment of the United States Congress 
(OTA) has defmed biotechnology as ftthe collection of industrial 
processes that involve the use of biological systems. OT A in its 
second report gives a more detailed defmition of the expression 
according to which biotechnology includes Hatty technique that uses 
living organisms (or parts of organisms) to make or modify products,. 
to improve plants or animals or to develop microorganisms for 
specific uses". See OTA RfJporls 1981 and 1984. 
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materials by biological agents to provide goods and services.2 In a broader 

sense it is defined as the use of biological materials such as living orgam..'mls 

or parts thereof, to produce a useful produot. 3 

From these d.efm.itions we can arrive at some general inferences which 

are as follows: 

'i) 	 the scope and ambit ofbiotechnology is not limited to Jiving entities. 

ii) 	 biotechnology covers a wide range of biological materials such as 

animal and plant cells,4 animal and plant cell lines,5 enzymes.6 

2 	 This is a study produced for the organisation of Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Bull, Holt and Lilly, 
Biotechnology, InMTnn:lional Trends and Pro.3pective.3~ (OECO. Paris. 
1982), p.2l. 

3 	 Micheline L. Gravelle, ''Biot.echnology - An Overviewff~ 10 C1PR 1, 
p.l. 

4 	 Cell is the smallest structural unit of a living matter capable of 
functioning independently. 

5 	 Cell lines are cells t.ha acquire the ability to multiply indefinitely in 
vitro. 

6 	 Enzymes are proteins that are produced by living cells and that mediate 
and promote the chemical processes of life without themselves being 
alt(ired or de~1royed. 
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plasmids7 and viruses. 8 

iii) due to the rapid growth of science and teclmology a comprehensive 

definition of the term biotechnology cannot be permanently arrived st. 

It is documented that the Sumerions and the Babilonians were aware of 

feIDlentation ofgrains using to prepme beer. Microorganisms play important 

roles in fermenting wine, leavening bread and making cheese and yogurt. 

However, it was in the 19th century biotechnology evolved from an art into a 

SCIence. 

B. Biotechnology: The Initial DeVelopment 

Though the primary focus of this study is on the recent innovations in the 

field of biotechnology generally labelled 8S 'genetic engineering' it 'Will. not 

be out ofplace to have a look at the classical areas ofbioteclmology. 

Plasmids are extra. chromosomal self-replicating, circular segments of 
DNA. Chromosomes are the thread like components of B cell that are 
comprised ofDNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and a protein. 

S 	 Viruses are submicroscopic agents infusing plants, animals and 
bact.eria and are unable t.o reproduce outmde the tiswes of the host, 

20 



(i) 	 The Traditional Methods of Breeding Plants and Animals and Treat.ing 

Microorganisms: 

Plant breeding was initially done by sinlple selection and later on a 

further augmentation of genetic diversity produced by gene mutation has 

been achieved by deliberate hibridization. Great advancement was made by 

this intraspecific variation known as 'Mendelian s.gregation and 

recombination'.9 Subsequently hibridization brought the BlOst important 

improvement in plant breeding. PJoidylO and hatkcrosling11 are two other 

plant breeding methods. In addition to these traditional plant breeding 

techniques one another method is plant tissue culture .12 

9 	 W.J.C. Lawrence. Plant Br~eding, (London, Beccles and Colchester. 
1968). p.l. 

10 	 Ploidy is a method for exchanging or adding genes through altering the 
number of chromosomes. Ploidy describes the number of sets of 
chromosomes present in the organism. 

11 	 Backcrossing is a technique capable of improving a commercially 
superior variety by lifting one or more desirable traits from an inferior 
one. 

12 	 Tissues culture is used to generate large nwnber of plants from masses 
of disorganised tlSf.'lle proliferated fin vitro' and from cultured organs 
and auxiliary buds proved more efficient than conventional methods 
of asexual plant propagation. Tissue culture on one hand fonns port 
of the traditional plant breeding techniques and on the other hand can 
be deemed as a part of genetic engineering. See J1Jpra n.2. p.36. 
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(ii) Animal Breeding 

Many scientific developments have taken place in animal breeding 

especially after the 1950's.... Some.{)f. these . .del!elop\1.1ellts-.are S]JfT1fJ.. sloralf& 

artificial insemination, estrous synchronization",13 superovulation. 14 

emhryo recovery, transfer and storage, sex ..te/ection and twinning) 5 

(iii) Industrial Microbiology 

The path breaking discovery of Louis Pasteur in the second half of the 

nineteenth century that fermentation is carried out by living cells was a 

nUlestone in microbiology. The discovery of penicillin femlentation marked 

the beginning of the age of modern microbiology. An industrial 

microbiologist tries to find an organism whose production is not well 

regulated. This is done by isolating one such organism from the nature or by 

screening culture collections. Once this is done. the physical and nutritional 

13 	 E~1roug or thea! is the period during which the female will allow the 
male to mate with her. Synchronization is achieved by the use of 
various drugs. 

14 	 Hormonal stimulation of the female resulting in the release from the 
ovary a larger nwnber of ova than normal. 

15 	 See Seidel, Superovulation and Embryo Transfer in Cattle. 218 
Sciellce, 341, p.358 (1981). 
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parameters for optimum growth and prodllction are to be detennined. 

Thereafter a traditional product of the femlentation industry may be 

produced.16 

c. Biotechnology: The Recent Developments 

Modem biotechnology owes niuch for its advent to the recomhukVlt 

DNA technology and subsequently to the monoclonal antihody I8chniques. 

Today biotechnology has become multidisciplinary in nature, involving the 

fields of biochemistry. molecular biology, genetics microbiology. 

immunology~ chemistry and chemical engineering to name a few, 

The advlUlcement in the field of genetic engineering started with a 

discovery by Friedrich Miescher around 1870, which revealed that the chief 

constituents of the cell nucleus were 1Iuc/eoproligns. NIlC/e.oproliens are 

combinations of basic proteins and nucleic acid which is later established as 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). The discovery of the structure of DNA 

finally resulted in the introduction of the recomhinant DNA (rDNAJ 

technology.!7 The structure of DNA is discovered by Watson and Crick in 

16 J. Straus, industrial Property Protection of Biotechnological 
Inventions, (BIG. 28111985), p.l5. 

17 See supra n.3. 
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1953. The DNA is an extremely simple molecule composed of a small sugar 

molecule, a phosphate group (a phosphorous atom surrounded by fom 

oxygen atoms) and four kinds of simple organic chemicals known as 

nitrogenous bases. These nitrogen containing bases are adenine. thymine, 

guanine and cytosine. The phosphates and sugars form two long chains with 

one nitrogenous base attached to each sugar molecule. The two chains are 

held together like the styles of a ladder by weak attractions between the bases 

protrnding from the sugar molecules. In the presence of water the nucleotide 

chains do not. &iretch out toO full length but. twist around each other fonning 

the 'douhl8 heliX, which constitute the basic building block of all living 

matter. 

(i) Recombinant DNA Technology 

The basic pmpose of recomhulO11t DNA (rDNA) technology is to 

produce large quantities of a particular gene or DNA fragment or the protein. 

that the DNA codes for. This is tenned as DNA cloning,IS The first cloning 

experiment.s were reported in 1972.19 A DNA cloning is accomplished by 

the fonowing process: 

18 1bid. 


19 See The OTA Report, 1981. p.39. 
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making available the desired gene 

splicing the gene obtained into a vector to fomt a 'reconlbinWlt vector' 

separating the successfully engineered cells from the unwanted ones 

culturing the cells thus obtained so that they replicate and produce the 

desired fennentation product. 20 

Recomhinant DNA uchnoiogy allows the production of prot.eins in 

Imge quantities by a more efficient and less costly process. It has been 

applied for the production of several thousands of protein products. Thi.s 

new teclmology has made outstanding progress in the field of 

pharmaceuticals. Hmnan insulin is the first therapeuti.c agent produced by 

nleans of rDNA technology. It corne to the luarket in tIte· year 1988.21 

(ii) SODlatlC Cell Hybridization 

In Somatic Cell Hybridization the cells are first isolated from plant 

tissues. The protoplast. (the living component of the cell excluding the cell 

walls) are isolated by digesting enzymatically the cell wall in a medium. By a 

20 	 J. Straus, Industrial Property Protection for Biotechnological 
inventiolU,. (BIG/281),. p.25. 

21 	 Johnson, ''Human Insulin from Recombinant DNA Technology". 219 
Science 632 (1983). 
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fusion inducing agent the isolated protoplast. is fused with the protoplast of 

another genus and is grown in a growth medium. This Somatic Cell 

Hybridization by protoplast fusion is 8 commercially promising method as it 

can create disease resistant crops. 22 

(iii) Monoclonal Antibodies Technology 

The human imnnme system involves the interplay of various cells. 

protein.s and chemical messengers. One type of protein involved in 

immunity is the antibody which are produced by B-lymphocytes. Antibodies 

are specific for the antigen to which it was created. Exposure to one antigen 

results in the formation of severnl types of antibodies. This mixture of 

antibodies are called poIyc/onal antibodies. But each .B ceO produces only 

type of antibody which is called a monoclonal antihody. This monoclonal 

antibodies are very useful as diagnostic reagents. (for eg: pregnancy 

diagnosis). /t,{onoclonal antihodie.f ore aLl)O used in therapeutics and in 

protein purification. 23 

22 See supra n.20, p.29. 

23 See supra n.17, p.8. 
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D. The Impacts of Biotechnology 


Bioteclmology is often described as the third technological revolution 

of 20th century, after nuclear energy and information technology.24 The 

various technologies lUlder genetic engineering are widely applied in a 

number of useful fields. An important area where biotechnology promises to 

nlake profound impacts is pharmaceuticals. For exmnple. in the 

pharmaceutical sector, recombinant. medicines such as recomhinant innlIin, 

human growth hormon,. ,rythropoi,tin. inl8rforon and ti..'fS'IlB pitumino8,n 

activator are produced in conunercial scales. 25 

Bioteclutology improves the efficiency of agricultural production.26 This 

gives rise to an increase in food production. This is achieved primarily by: 

facilitating gene transfers for desired characteristics. 

developing new vurieties within short periods.21 

2A Suman Sahai, The Importance ofBiotechnology for National Growth 
and Development, (Gene Campaign New Delhi, 1996). 

25 Kiyoshi Yamashita., intel/t.ctuaI 
(WIPOIIPIKUL/9012), p.4. 

Property and Biotechnology, 

26 See Jack Ralph Kloppenburg. First the Seed.. the Political Economy of 
Phnt Biolilchnology 1492-2000, (Cambridge University Press, 1988). 

27 See supra n.24. 
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AgriClutural production can be increased by way of developing disease

resistent-plant varieties.28 Another strategy is the development of hybrid 

seeds and plants. Pest-resistant plant varieties, bio-fertilizers and nitrogen .. 

fixing microorganisnlS are also outconres ofbiotech innovations.29 

As regards mrimal improvement the major Eo1rategies of biotech research 

are increase in productivity rate and health care. Biotechnology involves 

mostly applied researches. Its conunercial viability is very high. Therefore. 

mo&1, of the inventions in t.bis field are having very high industrial 

applicability. For example,. microorganisms and microbiological processes 

all are highly industrially significant. They are widely used for the 

production of various organic compounds30. Microorganisms are used for 

biominingJ1 and pollution control. tvlioroorganisms can be effectively used 

for the degradation of oil slicks and the disposal of hazardous wa...~s. 

Biological WBSte water treatment produces methane, which is an important 

energy source generally known as bioges. Another area where biotechnology 

has wide commercial applicability is the malting and brewing industries. 

28 See supra n.26 


29 ibid. 


30 See supra n.25. 


31 .Biomining is an alternative resource-recovvry mechanism. This 

involves microbial leaching of metalliferous ores and mine-waste 
talus. See for Dlore details supra D.24. p.5. 
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Despite these merits. the advancement of biotechnology has brought. with 


it many disadvantages. The m~or issue in this regard is the ecological risks 

involved in deploying biotech researches.32 The potential environmental 

risks of biotechnology are yet to be estimated. Environnlentalists argue that 

the risks involved in commercially applying most of the genetic engjneering 

techniques are serious and irreparable,33 These arguments seem to be 

scientifically well founded because the pro-genetic engineering scientific 

community has not so far ourightedly rejected them. 

The above mentioned march of innovations in the field of 

biotechnology raised serious concerns regarding its probable misuse. Since 

the subject nlotter of genetic engineering is living beings this branch of 

science remains as a seat of perpetual controversies. Life patenting is a 

recent addition to this. 

32 	 See Chapter V for a detailed discussion on he envirorunental risks of 
biotechnology . 

33 	 See Chapter I, n.37. 
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CHAPTER III 

PATENTING LIFE FORMS: THE LAW AND PRACTICE 

A. Introduction 

Patenting of life forms raises serious legal issues because of its inherent 

complexities. Life fonns in ordinary parlance means and include animals. 

plants and micro organisms. Though biological Dlat.erials like plant and 

animal cells. human genes or plant tis:rues do not possess all these 

charw;teristics they are also animate substances. The advent of 

biotechnology, as we have already seen, proved possible the creation of new 

life fomls through genetic numipulatioru;. TItis has resulted ill the 'creation' 

of more and more higher forms of life which now reached in transgenic 

mammals. Patent laws have also travelled a long way from the original 

stands along with this scientific revolution. 

Most of the national legislations as they originally stand do not. provide 

perse for patenting of life fonus. In order to critically appreciate this, patent 

laws of certain countries are analysed. In fact, some national legislation 

indirectly exclude patenting of life fornlS. The analysis of the legislative 

provisions on patentability is intended to reveal the original ~1and taken by 
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different countries. It is felt. that irrespective of the basic policy differences 

there was a conunon stand against patenting oflife forms. 

The legal developnlent in the area of patenting life fomlS was prinuui1y 

because of the judicial interpretations hroadenmg the patentability nomlS. 

There are mWly socio-economic rem;ons which prompt the judiciaries to 

broadly interpret the patent statutes so as to recognise patenting of life forms. 

But whether the judicial reasonings have gone into the crux of the issue in 

understanding its merits and demerits in a long t.erm perspective is yet kJ be 

assessed. 

B. Patenting LIfe Forms: A Retrolpect 

It is generally believed that patenting of living organism is an issue of 

re.cent origin. But as early as in 1843 8 patent was granted in Finland for a 

living organism which was a yeast e'formlnt a, poch,").l In 1873 the U.S. 

patent and trademark office granted 8 patent to Louis Pa..C¢eur) which was for 

a "yeast fr,e from orgaluc germs of disease as an article ofmanufacture". 

Patents were granted in the US for an antitoxic senun in 1877~ for a bacterial 

1 	 J. Straus, BiollchIJology and intellectual Prop,rty, Biollchnology 
(Vol.12, 2nd cd), p.283. 
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vaccine in 1904 and for 8 viral vaccine in 1916.2 After tbe discovery of the 

antibiotic penicillin patents were also granted for astreonlycm, streptomyc~ 

tetracycline etc. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the Federal Supreme Court in. its 

decision of 27 March 1969 in the Red Dove Que explicitly declared that 

animal breeding methods and their resulting products are patentable subject 

matter,3 This decision has remained unnoted but a decision of the 

U.S.Supreme Court in 1980 in the Chakroborty eme ~ attracted wide 

public attention. We will see the socio-legal implications of these judicial 

exposition later. 

C. Patentabmty in General: 

Broadly speaking patents laws require an invention to be new, to 

cODlprise an inventive step and to be industrially applicable in order to be 

patentable. 

2 Ibid. 

3 Norbert Marterer, "The Patentability of Microorganisms per g,". 18 
IJ.C. 666 (1987). 
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(i) Novelty 


As regards the condition of novelty patent laws generally contain 8 

provision which stipulates that an invention is new if it has not been 

disclosed to the public either in writing or orally by use or otltenvise before 

the date of filing or the priority date. Nowadays the prior use - prior 

publication test is applied to test the novelty requirement. There exists 8 

number of judicial pronouncement on the novelty as a requirenlent for 

patentability.4 In Liaraet v. Johnson5, Lord Mansfield interpreted novelty 

to mean the absence of continuous and successful prior use or the lack of 

conunon knowledge of the substance in tmde.6 Tho English Courts 

interpreted the prior publication expression as a publication which is 

4 	 See Harris v. Rothwell, 3 Ch.D. 416. Pickard v. Pressco(J. 9 R.P.C. 
195. LaIlu.bhai Chakuhhai Jari.wa1tJ v. Saka/chand Shah, AIR (1934) 
Bom.407. etc. 

5 	 Mortling Post. Feb.23, 1778 as cited in N.S.Gopalakrishnan, 
InteIkctual Property and CnmitUlI Law (NLSIU, 1994), p.187. 

6 	 Ibid. 
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accessible to all.7 If an invention seeking patent is known to the public by a 

prior publication novelty is lost.8 

When it comes to inventions in the field of biotechnology) naturally 

occurring substances, micro organisms or other biological mal.erial.s face 

special problems. An analysis of the specific problems of patentability of 

naturally occurring substances, micro organisms etc., is included under a 

separate heading. 

(ii) Inventive SWp 

For an invention to be patentable it should denlonstrate the inventive 

faculty of the inventor. This implies the employment of the independent 

thought., ingenuity and skill of the inventor.9 The question of the 

demom1ration of inventive faculty as a necessary prerequisite of patentability 

came up for consideration before the IndiWl Supreme Cowt in .Biswanath 

7 See Harris v. Rothwell. 35 Ch.D. 416. Pickardv. Prtsscotl. 9 RPC 195 

8 See N.S. Gopalakrishnsn. lnttlltctual Proptrty and CrimilUJI Law 
(NLSIU. 1994). p.204. 

9 Ibid, p.200. 
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Prasad Radhey Shyam.10 The Court accepted the principle of inventive 

,frtculty and held that inventive faculty filUst be demonstrated for a daUl1 to be 

pattmtable. ll 

(iii) Conunercial APPlication 

The extent of utility required for grant of patents is explained by Lindley 

L.1. ill Lanll Fox v. Kllnsington and Knight..r;hridgll Ekctric Company12. The 

Law Lord was of the opinion that utiliy requirement should be understood in 

temlS of the end results of the claim. If the object sought to be attained by 

the patentee can be attained, it is practically useful. 13 

Now..a-days patent laws expressed provide for utility as a condition for 

patentability. The India. Patent Act expressly states that an invention to be 

patentable mw,i be useful. 14 

10 .Biswanath Prasad Radhey Shyam v . .A{/s Hmdustan Metal Jndustri,s~ 
AIR 1982 S.C. 1444. 

II Ihid, p.I448. 

12 (1892) 3 Ch.424. 

13 Ihid) pA3 L 

14 See Sec.2(1)(j) ofPments Act) 1970. 
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An invention is considered useful if it is susceptible of industrial 

application. Industrial application implies the possibility of making use of 

the invention in any kind of industry. Industrial applicability is a very 

sensitive patentability requirement for science based inventions. 

D. 	 Intdlectual Property Protection for Biotechnological Inventions! 
Products of Nat.ure Problem and t.he Discovery Conundrum 

Intellectual property rights in the field of biotechnology raises some 

novel :issues as tlris whole area is connected with living fOInlS. One such 

basic theoretical issue relates to the concept of invention and discovery. In 

identifying what is an invention and what is no~ for the purpose of providing 

inte1Iechtal property protection~ it. is wmal to distingwm an invention and a 

discovery. The patent laws of most of the cOlUltries exclude discoveries 

from patent protection. The patent laws of some countries use the terms 

inventions and discovery synonYJuou...'\ly, 15 Now the issue in respect of 

bioteclmological inventions is the ext.ent to which the traditional concept of 

'invention' covers inventions in the field of biotechnology for the purpose of 

i.nrellectual property prot.ection. 

15 	 The US patent law, for example, says that. the term ilwentiolU means 
invention or discovery. 35 USC Para 1OO(a). Also in Art. 47(1) of the 
Spanish Act Scientific discoveries are treated as technical inventions. 
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Inventions in the field of biotechnology can be grouped into the 

following categories: 

plants, animals, mioro organisms and other biologioal material and 

parts thereof, 

biological processes for the creation and production of plants,. animals. 

lmcro organisms or other biological material, including those of 

isolation, purification, cultivation and multiplication. 

uses of plWlts. animals. uncro organisms or other biological materials 

and parts thereof.16 

The common defmition of disc01Iery include! the products of 

nature. I7 Invention in the field of bioteclmology either directly or indirectly 

relate to living fonns, which are products of nature. Therefore, the 

distinction between inventions for which protection is available and 

discoveries which cannot be protected seems a problem for biot.echnological 

products. 

16 	 This classification seems to have been made scientifically based on the 
differences between the product.s and processes. See OTA Report 
1981. p.42. 

17 	 See supra n.19. p.44. 
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In India the expression invelJlion was defined in the Inventions and 

Designs Act,. 1888 to mean any manner or manufacture including an 

improvement thereof. l8 It was in the Statute of Monopoly of 1623.. any 

manner of new manufacture was first time recognised as a patentability 

critenon. 19 In Elgin Alillr Co. v. Afuir Ali/Is Co.20, the Allahabad High 

Court explained the meaning of the expression invention. The Court held 

that for an invention t.o be pat.cntable, there must be a certain amount of 

inventive faculty displa;yed.21 This principle was followed in a number of 

other cases. 22 

The issue of inventiveness of discovery gets a new dimension when it 

conIes to patenting living su~iect nmtter. Since nlost of the biotech 

18 	 See Sec.4(1) of the InveJUions and Designs Act, 1888. 

19 	 See Sec.6 of the Statute of Monopolies, 1623. 

20 	 (1895) LL.R 17 All.490. 

21 	 Ihid. p.496. 

22 	 See Vidya Prakash v.lv/esM's ShahcluuQJI Singh. AIR (1943) Lah. 2A7. 
Ganendro Nath .Banerji v. Dhanpal £las Gupta, AIR (1945) Oudh.6 . 
.MIs SlUning IndusiTies v. MIs Shrikrishna Industries .. AIR (1975) 
All.231. Press Metal Corporation Ltd. v. Noshir Sorah; 
Pothkhtnwah.. AIR (1983) Born. 144. 
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inventions amount to the identification of naturally occumng living 

materials, can they be called inventions at all? 

The National Institute of Health (NIH) filed a patent application for 

partial human gene sequences (expressed sequence bags or ESTs) in 1991.23 

Since then the patentability of gene sequences remains as a debatable subject 

nlaft.er.2A The Supreme Court of Canada in Continental Soya Company Ltd 

v...l.R.Shart A1ilJing Co (Canada) Ltd.25 considered whether clainlS to a 

naturally occurring enzymes were valid. the Court held that there exists a 

difference between discovery and invention, The Court obsetved: 

23 	 Patent Application dated June 20, 1991 of NIH (1992). See 11 
Biotech.L.R. 1324. 

24 	 See generally, K.G.Calia, "Pat.entabilikty of Expressed Sequence Tags~ 
A Study of Venter Application" (1992), .Biotech. L.R. 540. S.Bt~l., 

"Misplaced Concerns SurroWlding VenterlNIH Application Coveri:ng 
Hwnan Genes" (1992) 11 Biotech. L.R. 145. 

Helen Gavaghan, ''NUl Wins Patent. on BasiQ Teclmique Covering all 
ex vivo Gene Therapy'" Nature. Vo.374. 30 lvlaroh.. 1995. p.393. 

Malcolm Gladwell, ItAre Scientists Wrong to Patent Genes?", SPAN. 
April/May 1996, p.52. 

25 	 (1943), 3 CPR 1 (S.C.C). 
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"The difference between discovery and invention has been 

frequently emphasized and it has been laid down that a patent 

cannot be obtained for a discovery in the strict sense. If, 

however, the patented article or process has not actively been 

anticipat.ed~ so that the effect of the claims is not to prevent 

anything being done which has been done or proposed 

previously. the discovery which led to the pat.entee devi..<ting a 

process of apparatus may well supply the necessary element of 

invention required to ~'Upport a patent. This is certainly the case 

if it can ~e shown th~ apart fronl the cliscovery~ there would 

have been no apparent reason for making any variation in the 

fomler practice. "26 

Holding the view that tltere exists an inventh'eness in these discoveries 

the Canadian Supreme court allowed the patent clai.rns. 

In Geltenttch Ine's Pateni:,27 the Court of Appeal in England 

considered the validity of claims for products and processes of rDNA 

26 Ihid. p.4. 

27 (1989) R.P.C. 147. 
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teclmology used to produce pure /zU1I1.all1issue pwminogell activator (I-PA). 

The Court considered the patentability of DNA sequences which the 

researchers had discovered. The judges unanimously rejected the patent 

claintS by adhering to a literal interpretation of pam (8) of Sub. Sec. 1(2) of 

the English Patent Act 1972 which states that a discovery in itself is not to be 

regarded as an invention. 

Scientific progress has to co-exist with legal nonns. But the standards set 

by law fail to address certain complex ~it.uations. One such peculiar situation 

arises when law is required to objetively understand the notion of life. Life 

is commonly understood in terms of its attributes like growth, reproduction 

and internal reorganisation. An object which exhibits these attributtes is 

generally called a living being. At this outset there arises t.wo issues. Firstly 

it is not always necessary for a living subject nutter to exhibit all these 

qualities of life. As for instance :in the case of a virus, it seems dead if you 

keep aloof but becomes active when gets into a living beil1g.. The sante is the 

cose ofcertain seeds which broods for years but. sprouts in ideal conditions. 

If the components of 8 living subject matter can be separated by 

genetic engineering, it Blust reach a stage where it requies sonle mininlunl 

components to be alive. This means a complex living being is reduced to a 
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minimal arrangements of components which exhibits life. Here arises 8 

tricky question ie., what is the differentiating line between being alive and 

not. 

The second issue relates to the criteria of lmderstanding different kinds 

of living beings. It is true that there exists some apparent differences 

between animals and plants. But when it comes to the animal kingdom a 

number of characteristics make the lower forms different from the higher 

ones. For e.g., the mammali.an - non-manunalian difference. At. this juncture 

we contract with the issue of getting objective legal standards to understand 

the notion of life for the purposes of patent protection. Can the patent laws 

use tile sanle criteria equally ill cases of patenting l1llcroorganisnls and 

transgenic sheep? Why the U.S. patent office was compelled to explain that. 

patent protection is available only for non-human rnammab·? 

One has to look at the legal developnlent on patenting of life fonn in 

the light. of these issues, A det.ailed analysis of the law and practice of 

. patenting life fonns is attempted in the folloll-ril1g pages. 
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E. Patenting Ufe Forms! The Legal Dev~opment.. 

1. The United Stat,eg Experiment: 

The US Constitution grants power to the Congress to nlake laws on 

patent grants for the purpose of encouraging scientific progress.2t Section 

IOI{iv) the main statutory proviqon dealing patentable subject moUer under 

the US patent law.29 The question of what is patentable Wlder the U.S. patent 

laws come up from consideration before the courts on various grounds. But 

the U.S. Supreme Court in the famous Chaktraborty casejf} liberal interrupted 

Art.l para 8 c1.8. of the U.S. Constitution says that the Congress shall 
have power to ((legislate to promote the progress of science and useful 
Art, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the 
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries". 

35 USCS S.101 reads: '{whoever invents or discovers any new and 
useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or 
any new and useful improvement thereof~ or any new and useful 
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefore subject to the 
conditions and requirements of this title. The term process is also 
defined in 35 uses S.100(6) as "process, art or method 8.11d include a 
new use of known process, machine, manuf3ctur~ composition of 
matter or msterial~) . 

Sidney A. Diamond v. Ananda M Chaktraborty (1980) Supreme Court 
447 US 303. Anand Chaktrahorty~ an Indian scientist while working at 
the Genera Electric Co., USA has developed a bacterious of the 
pseudomonas species. This bacteriwn contains two &1able energy
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the provisions contained in 35 USC Sec. I 0 I so as to include within its 

provision a microorganism as patentable}l In this case Chaktraborty's claim 

for a patennt on the bscteria was rejected by the patent examiner on two 

groWlds: 

1. 	 Microorgan.isms are products of nat.ure 

2. 	 As living things they are patentable subject matter under 35 USC 

Sec. lOt. 

On appeal by ClNlktrahorty the palMi. Office Board of Appeals 

affinned the decision of the patent examiner on the second ground. 

generating p~mids which provide separate hydrocarbon degrading 
pathways which could chew hydrocarbon sludge from refineries. This 
is of high indrudrial use primarily to clean up petroleum slices in the 
sea. Anand Chakraborty filed a patent application for his invention. 
He claimed that. the bacterium which he has invented in a. genetically 
engineered. no-naturally occurring microorganistn capable of breaking 
down crude oil. Chakrabort.y's claims were of three types: First., 
process claims for the method of producing the bacteri8~ second, 
claims for carrier mat.erial floating on water and the third, claims to the 
product. The patent examiner sllowed the first two claims but rejected 
the claim on the b&,-teria themselves. 

~l 	 Ibid 
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After a long voyage of appeals and further appeals!l finally the case 

cwne up before the U.S. Supreme Court for consideration. The question 

before the court was one relating t.o the interpretation of :35 USC Sec.101. 

The Court considered whether a nllcroorganisJll constitutes a manu}i;tcture or 

composition ojmatter within the meaning of the ~1atute. The Court in a 5:4 

majority judgment very liberally intetpreted the above expression.f and held 

the microorga.n:b'1ll patentable. The reasons behind the judgment are very 

clem. The Court went against the legislation intent behind the provision 

dealing with patentable ~,\lbject matter. As Brennan J. o said in his dissenting 

The court of Customs and Patent Appeals reversed the decision of the 
patent. office Board of Appeal, by a divided vote, on the authority of 
its earlier decision in 563 F 2d. 1031 (1977), tIle Cmut held that Htlte 
fact that microorganisms are alive ... is without legal signific{U1ce" for 
the purpose of patent law. The case involved 8 patent application for 8· 

pure culture of the microorgani.~ streptomyces found to be useful in 
the production of lincomycin.. as antibiotic. Subsequently the U.S. 
Supreme Court granted a petition for Certiorari in Bergy filed by the 
acting Conunissioner of Patents and Trademarks. The Court vacated 
the judgment and remanded the case for further consideration in the 
light of Parker v. Flook, 437 US 584. In Parker v. Flook. the Court 
held that the laws ofnature, physical phenomena and abstmct ideas are 
not patentable. The Court of Customs and Patent Appeals vacated its 
judgment in Chakraborty and consolidated it with Bergy for 
reconsideration. In reexamination the Court reaffinned its earlier 
judgment.s. The Commis~1.oner for Patent.s and Trademarks for the 
second time prayed for a Certiorari and apex court granted the writ. 
Hence the case. 
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judgmentn. the Court. has misted the applicable legislation. The minority 

view reflects the concern of the judges in going against the legislative 

direction because the legislative language has chosen carefully to linrit patent 

protection to inaninlate objects. On the hand it is evident from the DlaJority 

view that the decision is thoroughly influenced by a nwnber of socio

econonuc factors. But the Court observed that the gnml or denial of patents 

on microorganisms do not affect in any way the pace of the genetic research. 

The Court. though nlentioned. did not venture to make a value judgment on 

the relative merits and demerits of genetic engineering.34 But the deci...~on 

Dlade a tempest in the intellectual circles resulting in a heated debates about 

the various ramifications of providing patent protection for life forms. The 

debate· still goe.s 011.3' 

n 	 With whom White, Marshall and Powell, JJ. joined in the dissent.ing 
judgment. 

The Court observed: ((what is more important is that we are without 
competence to entertain these argwnents - either to bnlSh them aside as 
fantasies generated by fear of the unknown or to act on them."t. See 
supra n.7 at. para 8. 

1S 	 Vandana Shiv3) "Parents on Life Forms: Playing god". Third World 
ResUTgence, NO.57, (1996). p.4~ Sumar Sahai, 44Inlernational Property 
Rights over Life Fonns~ What should Guide India's Position', EPW, 
J811.15, (1994), p.87~ Malcohn Gladwell, ~(Are Scientists Wrong to 
Patent GenesT" SPAN., AprilJMay (1966)" p.52~ Swnan S~ 
(~at.enting of Life Forms: What it implies~t. EP~ April 25. (1992), 
p.878; Europe Rejents Patents on Life, a note on the defeat of EC 
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There was an argument in the beginning that. Chakrahorty decision is 

concerned only with patenting of microorganism and it does not pave the 

way for patenting of higher life fonns. In E'( paru Alkl~6 the pro Board of 

Patent Appeals and Interferences held that certain polyploid oysters are 

patentable because they were non-nat.urally occurring manufacture or 

composition a/matter within the scope of S.lOL It was in the light of the 

Chakrahorty ).1 Cllse making everything under the sun made hy mall 

patenlab/eJ.1 the Court in Ex paTte Allen extended patent protection to 

multicellular organisms. 

A few days after the decision in Allen the POT sued stateluent which 

read as follows: 

«The Patent and Trademark Office now considers non-natumlly 

occurring non-hwnan multicellular organisms, including 

animals to be patentable subject matter within the scope of 35 

USC lor~.38 

Directive onBiotechnology by the European Parliament. See Third 
World Resurgence, NO.57 (1966» p.l0. 

(1987), 3 USPQ 2d 1425. 

See supra, p.447. 

3S See U.S. Official Gazette> April 21> 1987. 
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The Commissioner added that Olainls to human will not. be oonsidered 

for patent protection because granting property rights in humans would be 

unconstitutional. This statement is now reflected 8S policy in the Manual of 

Patentr Examining procedure.39 

Based on their policy the US patent office granted the first patent on an 

anim.al., the Harvard Onco-Molue.'" The patent was for 8 lranJgenic non

human mammal. The mouse disclosed in this patent was bearing activated 

oncogenes in its genome and as a result had an increased susceptibility to 

cancer.41 

It is intere.sting to note that although the pate.nt is generally referred as 

the Harvard Onco-.Alouse Patent, the claims allowed Imder the pat.ent. were 

of considerable breadth not limited to the mice alone.'I.l After the Harvard 

39 	 Harward T .Markey, c1>atent.ability of Animals in the United States», 20 
lIe 372 (1989), p.376. 

U.s. Patent No.4,736, 866. 

41 	 Patricia. ARac, "Pat.entability of Living Subject Ma1tef·, 10 CJPR 41 
(1993). 

Claim I of the Harvard Onco-A/ouse patent was as follows: C(A 
transgenic non-human mammal all of whose germ cells and somatic 
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Oncomous8 paten~ no patents were issued till 1992 and in December 1992 

further patent on transgenic mice were granted.43 Patenting of living subject 

nlatter therefore is no Dlore now confined to mic.roorgmJisnlS. In 1995 the 

scientists at the University of Utah succeeded in fmding BRCA 1. the bte~1. 

cancer gene. They got it patented in U.S. and the small biotech company they 

have found to conunercially make use of their invention started using it for 

diagnostic tests.44 W.French Anderson of the National Institute of Health 

(NIH), U.S. obtained a broad patent as hlunart. gene therapy in 1995.~ 

Mannnals, hunlWl genes, celllines~ nothing is left out now. Virtually a patent 

for a human clone seems not far behind. Mammals a species to which 

human being also belong are now patented is U.s. 

cells contains a recombinant activated o1lcogen(! sequence introduced 
into said manunal or an ancestor of said manunal at an embryonic 
stage" ihid. p.43. 

See infra n.52. 

Malcolm Gladwell, "Are Scientists Wrong to Patent Genes'!'. SPAN, 
April/May (1996), p.52. 

Hellen Gavaghen. ('NIH Wins Patent on Basic Teclmique Covering all 
e.\:Z-vivo Gene Therapy". Nature, Vol.l" 374" March (1995), p.393. 
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2. The Experiment.s in Europe: 

Article 52 and 53 of the European Patent Convention (EPC) deal with 

patentable subject nlatter.-46 The EUlopeWl Patent Office, along the smne lines 

Art.52 patentable inventions: 

(1) 	 European patents shall be grant.ed for any inventions which are 
susceptible of industrial application, which are new and which 
involve an inventive step. 

(2) 	 Methods for treatment of the human or animal body by ~-urgery 
or therapy and diagnostic methods practiced on the hwmm or 
ani.m.al body shall not be regarded as inventions which are 
susceptible of industrial application within the meaning of 
paragraph L This provision shall not apply to products in 
particular substances or compositions for use in any of these 
methods. 

Art.53 Exceptions to Patentability: 

European patent shall not be granted in re~'Pect. Df: 

(a) 	 Inventions the publication or exploitation of which would be 
contrary to ortire publie or nl0rality. provided that the 
e.:~loitation shall not. be deemed t.o be so contrary merely 
because it is prohibited by law or regulation in some or all the 
contmcting stales. 

(b) 	 Plant or animal varieties or essentially biological processes for 
the productionof plants or an:imals: this provision does not 
apply to microbiological processes or products thereof. 
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as the US PTO, has granted mnnerous patents on all sorts of biological 

material.-47 Though. not explicitly mel1tione~ it is generally accepted that EPe 

allows patent protection for microorganisms .• 

The exclusion of plant and animal varieties was very narro~ly 

interpreted by the Teclmicol Board of Appeals of the European Patent Office 

(EPO) in many CMeS. Granting patent claim on plants and seeds. the 

Teclmical Bord of Appeal of the EPO concluded in Re Ciha-Geigy A~ that: 

See for e.g.: 

i) T.162'/86. (<Plasmid PSGZlHOECi-lST AO't, OJEPO 1988,452. 
ii) T 281186, ('PreprothasmatinlUNILEVER'" OJEPOo 1989~ 202

209. 
iii) T 283186~ (~ovine Gro'\\1.b Hormoneffhe Regents of the 

University of California·. l.IDpublished. 
iv) T 81.187. (~rorenninlCollaborative\ OJEPO 1980.250-259. 
v) T 118/87, «Amylotytic Enzymes/CPC'. OJEPO 1991, 74-479. 
vi) T 239/8', ~'Microorganis:msINABISCO'\ lUlpublished. 
vii) T 39/88, (Microorganismss/CPC'~. OJEPO 1989.499-502. 
viii) T 157190. "Hmnan Calitonin Stnlctural Gene" CEILE\TECH. 

Unpublished. 

Art.53(b) says that the exclusionof plants or animal varieties or 
essentially biological processes does not apply to products of 
microbiological processes. See supra, n.58. 

I.e Ciha-Geigy AG. 7 49/83, OJ EPO 311984112 (EPO Tech. Bd. of 
App.) 



;"plant. varieties ... are all cultivated varieties. clones, lines, 

strains and hybrids which can be grown in such a way that. they 

are clearly distinguishable from other varieties, sufficiently 

hOlllogenous and stable in their essential characteristics.» 

The claims were relating to herbicide resistant propagating nlaterials, 

including plants and seeds. 50 The narrow and restricted int.erpret3fion of the 

EPC provisions on patentability was again upheld by the EPO's Technical 

Board of Appeal in Re Luhrlzoi Genetic llte. 51 wherein cJ.airng to hybrid 

plants and seeds were granted. 

The question of parenting an auimal crune up for considenltiQu before 

the EPO Examining Division as well as the EPO Technical Board of Appeals 

in the Harvard Oncomou.."f' patent clainlS.52 The Examining Di"i.~on of the 

50 	 See supra n.52~ p.44. 

51 	 Re LubrizoI Genetics Inc. T 320/87 OJ EPO 3/1990 71 (EPO Tech.Bd. 
of App.) 

52 	 Onco-Mouselharvartt OJ EPO 1989,451 (EPO EX3m.Div). The t.ests 
applied for detennining the pat.entability of the 'harvard ~iouse' was 
based on claims 1, 17 and 18 of the pat.ent application. The claims 
were as follows: 

1. 	 A method for producing a transgenic non.human mammalian 
animal having an increased probability of developing 
neoplasms, said method comprising introducing an activated 
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EPO did not. accept. the claims and held Ule subject. matter not. patentable 

WIder Art.53(b) of EPe.53 This decision was subsequently set a...">ide by the 

Technical Board of Appeal. The Board held that. "the exception to 

patentability under Art.53(b) EPC applies to certain categories of anilluils but 

not to animals a! ~"Uch...54 

axogene sequence into a llOIl-huntSll luanullalisn animrll at S 
stage no later th3l1 the 8-cell stage. 

17. 	 A transgenic non-hwnan mammalian animal whose genu cells 
and somatic cell contain an activated oxogene sequence 
introduced into said anitnal, at. a ~1agc no later than the 8-ce11 
stage, said oncogene optionally being further defined according 
to anyone ofthe claims 3 to 10. 

18. 	 An animal as claimed in claim 17 which is a rodent.. 

53 Head Note 1 of the Examining Division's decision reads as follows: 
"1. Article 53(B) EPC excludes patent protection for animals per ae 

in general and not only if a particular variety is claimed. 

54 	 See T 19l96, OncomoUJ't Harvard Headnote 1. The Board's 
reasonings were the following: 

4.5 	 Firstly, the Examining Division did not tal~e duly into account 
that Art.53(b) EPe is an exception for certain kinds of 
inventions, to the general nue lUlder Art .52(1) EPC t11at 
European Patents shall he granted for all inventions which are 
susceptible of industrial application, which are new and which 
involve an inventive ~1.ep. Any ~~1Ch exception must as 
repeatedly pointed out by the BIard of Appeal be narrowly 
oOlll,1rued (of. in partioular 7 329/87, point 6, OJEPO 1990~ 76). 
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This decision of the Board really reflects the political considerations 

involved in this issue. The attempt of the Board to analyse the confliting 

The Examini:ng Division has given no convincing reasons for 
deviating in this particular case fronl this principle of 
interpretation, nor are any such reasons apparent to the board, 

4.6 	 The possibility that. the reference to ceratin categories of animals 
rather than to animals as such was simply a mistake by the 
legislation can be ruled ouL 

4.7 	 In con~1 to the exc1u~ion of fpIant varieties' from patentability 
under Art.53(b) EPC (of T.320/87.See above) the preparatory 
docwnents t.o their provision are cOlnpletely hilent as to the 
purpose of excluding aninu.Jl varietit9 from pat.entability. 
However~ the purpose of a l:lw (ratio [Pgis) is nut merely a 
matter of the actual intention of the legislators at the time when 
the law was adopted, but also of their, presumed intention in the 
light of changes in circumstances which have taken place since 
then. It is now the task of he European Patent Office to find a 
solution to the problem of the interpretation of Art.53(b ) EPC 
with regard to the concept. of anbIuzl varieties. providing a 
proper balance between the interest of the inventors in this field 
in obtaining reasonable protection for their efforts and society's 
interests in excluding certain categories of anitnals from patent 
protection. In this conkJd. it should. inter alia. be borne in mind 
that for animals, unlike plant varieties - no other industrial 
property right is available for the time being. 

4.8 	 To sum up,the Board concludes that the Examining Division was 
'wrong in refusing the present application on the grolUld t.hat Art.53(b) 
EPC excludes the patenting of animals as SllCh. The proper issue to be 
considered is therefore, whether or not the subject nlatier of the 
application is an animal variety within the meaning of ArL53 (b) EPe. 
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interests makes. the politics of the issue explicit.. The Board finds the 

probable environmental risks and the sufferings of the aJ1imals on one mOe 
and the usefulness of the invention on the other side as two competing 

rationale. But the Board did not venture to lualce a value judgement on the 

issue. 	 Instead it left out the matter for Exanlining Division to act upon. 

The EPO Technical Board of Appeal again confronted with this issue in 

the Greenpeace decision. 55 The Teclurical Board of Appeal of the EPO in 

55 	 Greenpeace Ltd v. Plant Genetic Systems, T 0356193 - 3.3.4 21 Feb. 
1995. 

The Greenpeace ftled opposition against the European patent 
No.0242236 granted on 10 October 1990 with forty four claims which 
included claims on plant cells and plant~. Revocation of the patents 
was sought. on the groID1ds including the one that the grant of a patent 
on plant life fonn and the exploitation of the patent was contrary to 
morality andlordre public. The Opposition Division on 15 December 
1992 rejected the oppo~1tion mainly on the groWld that the Oppo~1tion 
Division ofthe EPO is not the proper fonns to make a value judgnlent. 
on the relative merits and demerits of the g,cm:tic engineering. The 
Greenpeace lodged an appeal against the decision of the Opposition 
Division. The arguments of the appellants, in short were the 
follow'ing: 

a) 	 Since plant genetic resources are the comnlOn heritage of 
mankind they had to be preserved intact for the future 
generations . 
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this cose held that. claims on genetically engineered plants arc not acceptable. 

Fonowing this decision now it will not be possit)lc to obb-un a European 

patent on genetically engineered plants or seeds because tJlese will include 

plant varieties which come under the purview of the exclusion provision 

b) 	 Surveys reflect that public OPllUOll IS again....q: patenting of 
genetically engineered inventions. 

c) 	 The European Patent office is qualified to make value 
judgments on the relative merits and demerits of a given 
technology. 

d) 	 The claim NO.7 relat.ed to biological process not micro 
biological process and hence is excluded from patentability 
under the terms of Art.58(b) EPe. 

The arguments advanced by the respondents were precisely the 
following: 

a) 	 The evidence for public opi.n.ion puf forward by the AppeUe:mts 
was defective because it i:4 fI gem~a] n~::,;pnn:i!c .md not 
particularly concerned with an invention. 

b) 	 The enviromnental hazards are not adequrue1y proved. Risk 
asses~ment is to be done by agencies ot11cr DIa.tl EPO. 

c) 	 The ~xclusion from patentability lmder Art. 53(b) EPC is limited 
to plant varieties. 

d) 	 The legislative intent behind the EPC provisions is not to exclude 
technical inventions from patentability. 
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lmder Art..53(b) EPC. The EPO's Teclmical Board of Appeal co~'idered t.wo 

questions: 

1. 	 whether any of the claimed subject matt.er constitut.es an exception t.o 

patentability Wlder the provision of Art.53(a) EPC. 

2. 	 Whether any of the claimed subject. matter constitutes an exception to 

patentability under the provi.<rlon of Art.53(b) EPC. 

The Board in detail analysed the Duplication of public order and DIOmlity DI 

the context of patenting of life fonns. The observations of the Board in this 

regard are critically analysed in the next part. 

3. EC's Proposed Biotechnology Directive: The First Attenlpt of its Kind 

The main pmpose of the proposed European Council Directive on the 

Legal Protection of Biotechnologicw.lnventions56 was to lay down a clear set 

of rules on the basis of which biotechnological inventions could enjoy a. 

equal level of patent protection in aU nlcmber states of the Union. The 

proposal addresses essential issues such as: patentability of living matter, the 

effects of the exclu.~oll from patentability of plant WId aninuu varieties and 

56 	 Proposal. for a Council Directive on the Legal Protection of 
Biotechnologtcallnventions, 17 October 1988. 
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essentially biological processes for tlle production of plants or animals B.S 

pro\-r:\ded WIder Art.53(b) EPC and respective national laws of the member 

states. 

The directive was fir~1 put forward in 1988 but did not get the assent of 

the EU institutions. Finally another proposal was drafted in 1996 almost on 

the same lines of the 1988 proposal. But on March 1, 1995 the European 

Parlimnent rejected the proposed directive on the legal protection of 

biotechnological inventions. It. was argued that. the proposed directive was 

highly necessary in the light of advancements in genetic research. Though 

the European Patent Office started giving patent protection for 

bioteclmological invention.~ even for lIunum genes sinc·e long tinle. the 

European Parliament. did not give green signal to the proposal, purely on 

ethical grounds. 57 During the debate on the proposed Ee Directive. the 

57 	 For eg: 

1) 	 /ullnan lymphohlastoid cell lines EP No.OIl3, 769 B1. 

2) 	 a DNA molecule capable of inducing the expression in 
unicellular hosts of a polypeptide displaying itrununological or 
biological activity of humalt heta-interforolt EP.No. 0041.313 
Bl. 

3) 	 a human hepatocyte culturl1 procelS EP No .9143. 809 B1. 
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European Parliament's main concerns were the non-pat.entability of the parts 

of the human body, the so called germ line therapy, the protection of animals 

and the farmer's privilege. 58 Finally the European Parliament took a finn 

step not to pass the directive purely on nloral and ethical considerations. But 

on 16th July~ 1997 the European Parliament passed the Biotech Patent 

Directive.59 In all, 510 Parliamantmians voted; 378 for the Directive "i.th 

113 against and 19 abstentions. The adoption of the Directive by the 

European Parliament has come in for scathing criticisms by NGO~s and 

environmentalists. They have called it. as a olear demonstration of a· 

deplorable lack of delnocratic responsibility by the European Parlimnent.60 

But the Epts Council of Ministers has not yet ratified the Directive and the 

Council of Mini..-Ufs is elnpoweIed to bring ill 6111endlllents to tlIe 

Directive.61 

4) 	 the molecular closing and characterisation of a gene sequence 
coding for hlUnan reIaxine. EP NO.0101.301 Bl. 

5) 	 interjerones like alpha type EP.No.032 134 Bl. 

58 	 Willi Rothley, ItEuropean Parliament must Think Again about 
Biotechnological Protectionn• 26 lIe 668 (1995) at. 669. 

59 	 See A Price on the Living, News Report. Dawn to EarOl (Vo1.6, No.6, 
Aug.l5> 1997),. p.l9. 

60 ibid. 

61 Ibid) p.16. 
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4. The Int.ernational Legal Sctnarig: 

(i) The WIPO Efforts 

The World Intellectual Property Organisation has made remarkable 

achievements in resolving certain basic issues on the patenting of 

biotechnological inventions. WIPO conunissioned a. number of studies 

taking into account the views and opinions of govenunents and non

govenunental institutions.62 These studies provided an improved 

understanding of the patent law problems especially in the key issues like life 

patenting. 

62 	 For eg: 

1. 	 WIPO,lndustrial Property Protection of Biotechnological 
Inventions, paper prepared by DrJoseph Straus, BIG/28l1July 
1985. 

2. 	 Report of the Committee of Exports on Biotechnological 
Inventions and Industrial Property Bio T/CEfIV/2 - June 24, 
1988. 

3. 	 Protection of Inventions in the Field of Biot,echnology, paper 
prepared by Dr.Ludwig Baeluner for the Industrial Property 
Divi..~on of WIPO. 

4. 	 Intellectual Property Law and Biotechnology 
WIPOfIPlKVC/90l2 Oct. 1990. 
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(ii) The TRIPs 

The Agreement on the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPs) fonns pmt of the Final Act of the WTO signed in Mmrakesh 

on 15.4.1994. One of the most controversial provisions in the TRIPs 

Agreement is the one relating to patenting of micro-orgwUSlll$ and nucro

biological processes.63 The lack of consenses on the issue resulted in 

63 	 Art.27 of the TRIPS Agreement. (1994) deals with pat.entable subject 
maUer. The Article reads as follows: 

1. 	 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3, patents shall be 
available for any inventions~ whether products or processes, in 
all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an 
inventive step and are capable of indu~1rial application. Subject. 
to paragraph 4 of Article 65. paragraph 8 of Article 70 and 
paragraph 3 of this Article~ patents shall be available and patent 
rights enjoyable 'i\.rithout discrimination as to the place of 
invention, the field of technology and whether products are 
imported or locally produced. 

2. 	 Members may exclude from patentability inventions, the 
prevention within their territory of the commercial exploitation 
of which is necessary to protect ordrt puhlic or morality, 
including to protect. hlUnan. animal or plant life or health to 
avoid serious prejudice to the environment, provided that such 
exlcru.ion is not made merely because the exploitation is 
prohibited by their law. 

3. 	 Members may also exclude from patent.ability: 
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incorporating a temporary position in Art.. 27(3) which is. subjected to review 

by the year 1999. 

The TRIPs Agreement. provides a 5-10 year transition period for 

developing country nations.64 The developing country nleJnbers. are 

required to introduce basic policy changes during his period so as to 

structurally adjust their economies nusking it compatible to the global market. 

For those cOWltries where there is no product. pat.ent protection available at 

the time ofentering into TRIPs, the Agreement gives a tIansitional time of 10 

years t.o introduce product. patenting. 

TRIPs in Art.27(l) gives the general mandate to provide patent 

proteotion for all inventions irrespective of products or processes. This 

(a) 	 diagno~1ic. therapeutic and surgi(:ru methods for the 
treatment. ofhwnans or animals. 

(b) 	 plants and animals other than microorganisms and 
essentially biological processes for the production of 
plants or an:imels other t.han non.biologioal and 
microbiological processes. However, members shall 
provide for the protection of plant varieties either by 
patents or hy an effective sui gen6rts syst.em or by any 
combination thereof. The provisions of this sub· 
paragraph shall be reviewed four years after the date of 
entry into foroe of the WTO Agreement. 

64 	 See Art..65(4) of TRIPS. 
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mandate covers all fields of teclmology and the g,eneral patentability nonns 

are identified as~ 

novelty. 


inventive step, and 


industrial applicability 


The patentability criteria in Art.27 specifically states tlIa! patent shall be 

available for all products irrespective of any discrimination as to whether 

imported or locally produced. The central point of the economic dinlensions 

ofPat.ents is their particular clause which facilitat.es import monopoly. 

Art.27(2) of TRIPs provides that the member countries can exclude 

from patentability such inventions, the prevention of the commercial 

t.Jo.-ploitation of which is necessary to protec:t: 

Ordre public, 

Moralit.y> 


HUlnan Life, 


Animal Life, 


Plant life, 


Health" and 


Envnonnlent 
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The plupose behind these general exclusions is to make the operation 

ofthe general mandate slightly limited thereby to strike a balance between the 

competing interests involved in patents generally. But the provisions in 

Art.27(2) are drafted very carefully so as to avoid the nlenlhers finding 

shelter under th.is provision by way of making certain inventions not 

patentable through their domestic laws. 

In Art.27(3) TRIPs Agreement excludes plants and animals from the 

general patentability mandate. But the provision clearly says that. 

microorganisms cannot be excluded. As regards plant variety protection the 

Article suggests three ways. The members can provide patent protection Of a 

sui gelleris IJrotection or a conlbinatioll of both. Art.27(3) provides for a 

review of the provision contained in that sub.paragraph in the year 1999. 

(iii) The Budapest Treaty 

Deposit. of microorganisms is now internationally accepted as supplement. 

or replacement of written disclosure requirement for patenting an invention 

in this area. In fact it is difficult to describe sufficiently an individual 

nncroorganisJll. TIns difficulty can be ove·rconle by the deposition of the 

microorganisms at a cult.ure collection from which samples of Ute 
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microorganisnls will be made available to the public. This deposition 

procedure is fucilitsted internationally by the Budapest Treat.y on the 

International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms.65 TIle basic 

purpose of depo~'ition of microorgan.i~m is to overcome the problems of 

effectively disclosing it. The Treaty envisages the con...;:titutlon of depository 

institutions locat.ed on the territory of a contracting st.ate. A depository 

institution attain the status of an International Depository Authority when the 

Director Geneal of the World Intellectual Property Organisation oocept~ a 

cOlIDllunicatlol1 fronl the institution to that effect.66 The detailed procedure 

for original and new deposits of microorganisms, its storage, seerecy etc .• are 

given in the Rules 8.1mexed to the Treaty.67 

65 	 The Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit 
of J\1icroorganL<uns for the purpose of Patent Procedure is done at 
Budapest on April 28, 1977. Under the Treaty on International 
Depositary Authority is constitut.ed for the purpose of patent 
procedure. 

66 	 See Arts. 6 & 7 of the Treat.y. 

67 	 The Regulations annexed to the Treaty include Rule 1 to Rule IS. Rule 
6 provides for making the deposits. Rule 9 speaks of storage of 
microorganisms and Rule 11 provides for fumishng of samples 
(release) etc. 
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F. India and Pat.enting Ufe Forms 


The issue of patenting of life fonns beconles controversial in the Indiml 

socio-legal context, in Ute light. of the TRIPs provisions for microorganism 

and micro biological process patenting. India under the present situation is 

required to provide product patent prot.ection for microorganWns before 

January 1. 2005.68 Indian Patent Act does not address at all the issue of 

patenting living beings. The Patent Act. in its true spirit seems to exclude all 

fOImS of living subject matter frOD! patentability.69 The various 

68 	 Being a developing oountry member not having produot patents for 
microorganisms at the time of entering int.o WTO a ten year 
tramtitional period is available lUlder Art.65(4) of TRIPS. 

69 	 Sec.3 of the Patents Act, 1970 deals with non~pat.entable inventions. 
The expression invention is defmed in Sec.2(j) of the Act. An 
invention means "any new and useful 

(i) 	 art, process,method or manner of manufacture. 

(ii) 	 machine. appsratus or other article. 

iii) 	 substance produced by manufacture and includes any new and 
useful improvement. of any of them and an alleged invention. 

Sec.3 says what are not inventions 

(a) 	 an invention which is frivolous or which claims anything 
obvious contrary to well established natural laws. 
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ramifications of the legality, morality, public. health clauses in the Act and its 

social. legal~ ethical and envnomnental nuplications as regards the issue of 

life patenting are addressed in Chapter IV and V. 

G. Condusion 

The legal developnlents 011 life patenting which we have seen in the 

foregoing pages is not far from criticisms. We will fmd a fimdamental 

difference between Chakrahorty70 cmd Gref.mpeace71 in t1leir approach 

towards the larger questions involved in patenting life foDllS. Chakraborty 

(b) 	 an invention the prinuuy or intende.d use of whic·h would be. 
contrary to law or 1110rality or injurious to public healt11. 

(c) 	 the nlere discovery of a scientific principle or the fOIDIulation of 
an abstract theory 

(11) 	 a nlethod of agriculture or horticulture 

(i) 	 any process for the nledicinal~ surgical. curative~ prophylactic or 
ot1ler treatment of hunuUlbeings or any process for a sinrilar 
treaullent of anuuals or plants to render thenl free of disease or 
to increase their econonnc value or that of their products. 

70 	 See supra~ n.41 

71 	 See ~~upra, n.67 
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was in fact. a beginning.72 But Greeltpeace seems to be a reflect.ion of the 

serious concerns rmsed from various conters about tlle ethical and 

environmental consequences of patenting living beings.73 III Chakraborty 

the US Suprenle Court restricted the whole issue to the case of a statutory 

construction. The Court. observed: 

"the que.stion before us in this case· is a narrow one of statutory 

interpretation requiring us t.o construe 35 USC SecJOl".74 

Relying on the historical decision of Jvlarbury v. It.fadison75 the Court held 

that once the Congress has spoken~ it is the "province and duty of the judicial 

department to say what. the law ig".76 The intention of the Court. was to 

restrict the case so as not to address the various nunifications of the issue 

involved in it. But Brennan, J. speaking for himself al1d on behalf of his 

tlrree other brother Judges expressed serious COllc·efllS about the probable 

consequences of a liberal statu1.ory interpret.'ltion on this point.. Suggesting 

72 The case was decided on 16 Jnne 1980. 

73 The case is decided on 21 February 1995. 
for and against life patenting had acquired 

By the time the arguments 
a concrete shape. 

74 See supra.. n.41, p.149. 

75 Marbury v. Madison 1 Cranch 137, 2L Ed. 60 (1803). 

76 ibid p.177 
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that Utere is an absence of legislative direction in this conle>..1. Ute Judges 

preferred to leave the matter to the Congress to decide. Brennan J. bluntly 

brought out his dissent in the following lines: 

fll believe the Court has misread the applicable legislation. I 

dissent".17 

At one occasion the Court. addressed the arguments based on the 

demerits and disadvantages of genetic engineering. The Court obselVes: 

We are told that genetic research and related technological 

developments may spread. pollution and disease that it may 

result in sloss of genetic diversity. and its practice may t.end to 

depreciate the value of hUnlatl life. These arguments are 

forcefully, eVen passionately presented: they reminded us that.,at. 

times~ hmnan ingenuity seems unable to control fully the forces 

it creates - that with Hamlet, it is sometimes better ftto bear those 

ills we have than fly to others that. are t.llOW not 0 fft. 78 

77 Supra) n.41. p.156 

78 Ibid. 
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The Court. based its findings on two gtOl.mds to reject. the argwnents 

against patent grants on a living being. 

1. 	 The grant. or denial of patents on living beings (in this case 

microorganisms) do not affect research on genetic engineering. 

2. 	 The court is without. competence to entertain these arguments. 79 

It seems that the Court was trying to structure these arguments so as to 

arrive at a predetemrined conclusion. But the value-neutrality of this 

decision has not been challenged so far. The U. S. Congress has not thus far 

taken any legislative step in this regard. Does it mem1 that the US Congress 

ratifies the decision in Chakrahorty? The Court did not say that there has to 

be free permit for patenting life fomIs. Instead the Court expressed its 

inefficiency to weigh the strength of the competing rationales and left it for 

the legislature to act upon. That means the Court found both the arguments; 

for and against life patenting equally strong. 

The recognition of the importance of the arguments against patenting life 

forms becoDles more eA-plicit when it comes to GrBtmpBacB. Though the 

judicial forwn was different the issue in question was identical. In 

Greenpeace the Technical Board of Appeal of the European Patent Office 

79 	 Jbid. 
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was called upon to c>.:plain the concepts of ordre puhlic and morality 

occuning in Art.53(a) of the European Patent Convention.80 The Board 

held: 

"it is generally accepted that the concept of ordre public covers 

the protection of public security and the physical integrity of 

individuals as part of the· society. This concept enconlpasses 

also the prot.ection of the environment. Accordingly lmder 

Article 53(a) EPC inventions tlle exploitation of which is likely 

to breach public peace or social order or to seriously prejudice 

the envirorunent are to be excluded from patentabilily as being 

contrary to ordre public.S1 

Explaining the concept of morality the Board held that it is relat.ed to 

"the belief that sonle behaviour is right and acceptable whereas other 

behaviour is wrong. this belief being founded on the totality of the accepted 

nonns which me deeply rooted in a. pmticular culture, f/82 Therefore, the 

Board opined that an invention which does 110t. confonn t.o the 

80 See supra.. n.67 

81 loid, p.14 

82 See Chapter V for a detailed discus~+ion.5 
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conventionally accepted standards of conduct are to be excluded from 

J.1atentability as being contrary to morality. 

The approach of the Board was very practical. III order to appreciate the 

desirability of patenting living subject. matter. the Board weighed the 

sufferings of animals and possible risks to the envllorunent on the one hand 

and the invention's usefulness on the other. This seems t.o be a very 

pragmatic approach, The observations of the Board seem to address the 

issues with the right. sense of appreciation. 

Since the TRIPs is forcing its member nations to move towards a global 

patent regime. the law and legal. institutions are to be understood and 

analysed in a global context. Therefore. the Indian statutory provisions 

cannot be seen in isolation. The public order, morality, natural law 

principles clauses in the Patents Act are to be analysed and understood in the 

light of the above nlen.t.ioned developnlent of law.S3 The question here is: 

do the public order, morality, natural law priJJciples exempt from 

patentability inventions relating to life fonns? The Indian Courts have not so 

far interpreted these clauses. But the concept ofpuhlic ittterest was explained 

by the Goverrullellt of India in a different context. The issue was relating to 

the revocation of a patent granted to a U.S. based biomedical and plant 

83 See Sec.3 (a) and (b) of the Patents Act., 1970. 
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product corporation. 84 The public intere&1. notion was explained to include 

the economic interest of the nation, the interests of the fmmers and public 

health.85 Since the public order mOlality clauses are closely related to the 

concept of public interest this issue beconles relevant in this context. That 

means the public int.ere~1. notions have an overall predominance in the 

working of the Indian patent systenl. 

84 	 On 24 October, 1994, the Government. of India revoked Indian Patmt. 
No. 168950 entitled ''Methods of Producing Transformed COttoll Cells 
by tis~'ue Culture". Agracetus, the patentee was given a. show cause 
notice. The notice contained the following facts to support the public 
intere~1 groutld on which the revocation was proceeded (The provision 
attracted was Sec.66 of the Patents Act 1970 which empowers the 
Govenunent. of India to revoke a patent on public interests). 

a) 	 cotlon being an important national crop vital to the export 
economy should not be the subject matter of a patent~ 

b) 	 the interest of farmers would be prejudice~ and 

c) 	 the effect of the patent when used was not known and it 'was 
believed that. cotton seed oil e.'\1ract.ed from the cotton so 
produced or garments made therefronl might be harmful when 
used. 

After a few hearings an order was passed revoking the pat.ent.s 
on the ground of public :interest. See.RA..Fl Commtuzique, July
Augw,1> (1993). The New Scienlis~, (Vol. 141. No.1913) Feb. 19. 1994). 
Biotechtwlogy and Development Afoniior (No.21, Dec. 1994). 

85 	 See j1Jpra n.30 and 55. 
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Another interesting issue relates to the varying degrees of patentability 

among life fonns themselves. At present the TRIPs mandate is only for 

patenting microorgwrisnlS 8Ild microbiological processes. But U.S. 8Ild EU 

have already given patt:nts on transgenic mammals.86 Iflife is lUlden.i.ood in . 

terms ofits attributes like growth. reproduction EUld internal reorganisation. it 

is common to aU living beings like microorganislll, plant.s. animals etc. Now 

the question is if one life fonn can be patented why cmmot the others? The 

policy declaration of the US Patent Office tried to answer this issue by 

making the patentability requirements of living subject matters very 

explicit.87 

But. the e..xtent of human unnatural int.erference in the natural biological 

processes is conunon in aU these cases and ilie risk elenlents in releasing 

microbes has not proved to be less than that of rele~ing a transgenic 

sheep.88 Therefore it beconles difficult to set legal standards to distinguisll 

various fonns oflife for the purpose of patent. protection. 

86 See supra,. n.49. 

87 See supra, n.38. 

88 See generally the discussion in Chapt.er IV. 
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The challenge before us is to articulate whether public order. morality 

and well estahlished principles o/natural law provisions in the Patents Act 

go against the TRIPs mandate for patenting microorganisms and 

microbiological processes? hl order to appreciate this question one has to 

look into the various dimensions of these clauses. That is what the 

precedence in Greenpeace tells us. Do these provisions encoDlpass 

environmental protection? Can the ethical issues raised in the context of 

patenting life be linked to these clauses? These questions can be answered 

only after critically analysing the ethical and environmental issues relating to 

patenting of life fonns. 
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CHAPTER IV 


THE MORALITY OF LIFE PATENTING 


A. Introduction 


COllwldrunls start proliferating when the discussion is all about life. 

The present day W1der~1anding of the notion of life is an outcome of 

centuries old thought processes. Philosophers of all the time have 

confronted with the question, what is life? The following enquiry relates to 

the notion of life and its intrinsic values. The enquiry is made with the 

purpose of analysing the ethics of pat.enting living beings. 

The questions central t.o this analysis are: 

i) AIe there certain values inherent in life according to the wen 

est,ahlished principles ofnatumllaw? 

ii) Do patents on living beings violate inherent values of life? 

The" following analysis is 111ade in three different but interrelated 

planes. First. of all an attempt is made to conduct. a Jnri~'Prudential enqltiry 

into the concept of life. The pmpose of this enquiry is to see whether the 

notion of life as having some intrinsic values is justified by the established 

principles of natural laws. In tile second plaue the notion of private property 
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is analysed in brief with the purpose of answering the question: Should there 

be a linritation on tlIe extension ofprivate property rights over living beings. 

This question is answered in the light of the findings arrived at in the first 

analysis. The last issue addressed relates to <the convergences and 

divergences of science and spirituality~. 1 The enquiry in this context. centres 

around a core issue ie., CWI the value ju<ignlents of the huntan beings be 

replaced by those that are originated in scientific investigations?2 It should 

he noted here that these value judgments, at all tunes in hunlW1 hi.'ltory~ were 

subjected to stringent rationalisations. 

B. The Natural Right to life: 

The modem legal systenls recognize the notion of life in terms of 

rights.J The concept of life l\rithin the paramet.ers of a right under the Indian 

This is the title of a paper prepared by Dr. Raja Ramanna, NIAS, IISe, 
Bangalore" for a :;,-em.inar held in honour of the Dalai Lama. 

A question identical to this is raised by James, B. Conant.. See 
S.Radhakrishnan and P.T. R.aju (eds.), The Concept ofMan, A Study 
in Comparative Philosophy (Harper Collins" 1995) at p.16. 

Mo~1. of the modem constitutions guarantee the right. t.o life of 
individuals. See for example: 
Art.21 ofllie Constitution of India 
Art. 12 of the Constitution of Japan 
Art.. 16 of the Con~1itlltion of Canada 
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constitution was the subject. matier of creative decisional jurispnldence from 

the Supreme COM..4 The court liberally interpreted the nleaning and content 

of he expression lift occurring in Art. 21 of the constitution giving it very 

nImlY diIllensions. This judicial process is a reflection of the awareness of 

the need for a bett.er and more qualitative human e~1.ence. The underlying 

notions which the judiciary was trying to reflect upon was the supremacy of 

the constitutional prot.ection ofhwnan life. 

Centuries before modern constitutions cwne into force the concept of 

life in tenns of individual rights was very well recognised by legal 

docUDlents. As early as in l215 Magna Certa dQCUlllented the basic principle 

that there are fundamental individual rights that the state may not violate. S 

The Charter declared: 

See generally, .Band/lULl kfukli Morelta v. UiUOIt of illdia, (1984) 3 
S.C.C 161. Olga Tellis v. Bomhay Municipal Corporation, (1985) 3 
S.C.C 545. Mohini Jain v. Slatt! ojKamataka) (1992) 3 S.C.C 666. 
Unnikrishnan J.P. v. Stal£ ofAndhra Pradesh, AIR 1993 S.C 2178. 
All these decL<4ions directly relate to the interpretation of life. 

For a discussion on the politics and hl~1.ory of the Chatter see Bernard 
Schwartz, The Great Rights of A1ankin~ (Oxford University Press. 
1977), pp.2-7. 
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«No free man shall be captured or imprisoned or deceased or 

outlawed or exiled or in any way destroyed... except by the 

lawful judgment of his peers and by the law of the land.~,6 

The American Bill ofRights (1689) which was the culmination of what 

has been tenned as the Glorious Revolution further elaborated the basic 

rights of the individuals.? Finally. the self·evidence of the right to life finds 

recognition in a universally acclaimed legal document) the United Nations 

International Covenant. on Civil and Political Rights (1966). Art.. 6 of the 

convention reads as follows: 

"Every human being has an inherent right to life.":! 

At the roof of the notion of stlf-tvidtnt right to lifo lies the concept of 

life as SOIUe-thing inherently valuable. TIlese notions are constructed upon 

~1rong foundations of natural law principles. The theoretical jru,1ifications 

for the natural right to life recognised in the legal documents mentioned 

Mt;rgna C.arft.t (1215). ch.12. See Brownlie. .&:rsit Documents on 
.Human Rights as quoted in LJ. Macfarlane, The Theory and Practice 
ofHU1I11lIl Rights) (Mourice Temple Smith, London, 1985), p.18. 

7 	 ibid. p.130. 

3 	 See Art.6 of The Covenant on Civil and Political Rights~ (UNICCPR. 
1966). 
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above stem from the fundamentals of natural law. Therefore irrespective of 

the fact that there exists the expression life in positive legal documents~ an 

enquiry into the conceptual fOWldstions of life, enters the realm of natural 

law. The sl:1lue is the case in the context ofpatenting life fomlS also. 

C. Natural Law and the Concept of Life: 

Natmal law postulates the existence of objective moral principles 

which depend upon the nature of the universe and which can. be discovered 

by reason. 9 The truth conditions of these principles are not questioned 

because they are valid of necessity. to In ~1rict philosophical sense the 

fundamental propositions of mtural law are a priori synthetic in nature. 11 

The validity of the basic postulat.es of natural law are accept.ed because the 

basic rules governing correct human conduct are logically connected with 

:immanent truths concerning hmnan nature. These immanent truths 

9 	 See MDA Freeman, (cd.), Lloyd~s introduction 10 Jurisprudence, 
(Sweet and Maxwell, 6th edn., 1994), p.gO. 

10 lhid. 

11 	 The manner in which the distinction between a priori and a posll!rori 
or analytic and synthetic are presently made can be traced back to the 
Gennan Idealism. For an authoritative disquisition see Inunanuel 
Kant.. Critique ofPUJ'e Reason,. (Everyman, 1969), pp.25-37~ see also 
Lewis White Beck, A Comment.'lry on Kant's Cn·tique of Practical 
Reasolt. (University of Chicago Press~ 1960). 
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rationalise the ql1e~1. for ~1.lfVival within hmnan beings there by making self

preservation all accepted fundrunental fact. Self-preservation has its 

foundation in human reason snd it is the great lesson ofnst.urallaw. tl 

The notion of self-preservation is therefore closely related to the 

concept of life. The understanding that there are some basic values inherent 

:in life seems to have its origin in the initial understanding of self

preseIVation. At this juncture a complex question arises: Why do you need 

1.0 preserve Yol1.rse]fl 

Resorting t.o a Darwinian frame H.L.A- Hart st.arts his discussion on 

laws and morals (especially the. one relating to the miniIuunl content of 

natural law) Vtrith certain truisms about. human nat.ure~ human vulnerability~ 

approxmlate equality.lJ Hart's '.Atinimum Content ofJ.latural lim' theory is 

premised on biology and psychology. {4 Human values can have biological 

originS.15 But Hart did not venture to analyse the scientific reasons behind 

12 Supra n.9, p.SL 

1.3 H.L.A H~ The Concept of Law.. (Oxford University Press~ 1992)~ 

pp.189-191. 

14 Supra n.13, p.188. 

See Michael Hechter, Lynn Nadel and Richard E. Michod (eds.), The 
OrigiJt. aff/alues.. (Aldine De Gnlyter, New York, 1993). pp.261-270. 
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the basic morel propositions. Inst.ead he takes it for granted that. hwnon 

beings are connnitted to survival as a necessary aim ofhuman life. Hart says: 

"our concern is with social arrangements for continued 

existence~ not with those of a suicide club". 16 

But Hart resorts to suclt a snllpler~ less plrilosoplric.al justification after 

a detailed discussion on the teleological justifications for the basic principles 

ofnatura1law as expounded by the classical natural law philosophers. I? 

According to this philosophical stmld PQines there are inunanent 

norms and velues in the nature of things. Ari~1.otIe and his followers believe 

that natural processes tend towards predetennmed ends. 19 Ari..to;!otle gives the 

example that acorns grew i1110 oaks, elc.ll> In doing this they fulfill their 

16 Supra n.13. p.188. 

17 Ibid, pp.184.. 188. 

18 Teleology in ordinary parlance is a doctrine that. ends are immanent in 
nature. According to this natural processes and nature are directed 
towards an end. They are shaped by a purpose. Webster's 
Encyclopedic Unahridged Dictionary of the English Language, 
(Random House. 1989), p.1460. 

A.ru,lOtle, Politics, 2 (translation by JowelL. Basic Books), p.2B. 

20 Ibid. 
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natural function. Man also has his own function which could be discovered 

by reason and thought. The teleological understanding gives us an idea of a 

good which a species pursue. The good for a species is the end it will reach 

if its progress is not inlpeded. That lueans each being is to be understood in 

tenns of a natural process having continuity. Man is t.o be understood as' a 

part of a properly functioning social whole. Therefore, the teleological view 

considers man as having ends which can be ascertained by reflecting on his 

nature and his needs. 1J 

The classical natural law principles and their justifications find a 

different interpretation in the medieval biblical philosophy. Acquinas 

developed a synthe.sis of Aristotelian philosophy and c,atholic faith and 

identified three domains of law. the k.."(. aeternl1.. the kx dilcina. and the lex 

naturalis.ll The goods disclosed by nature belonged to the realnl of lex 

aetema.7.3 In a recent restatement of naturallaw24 John Finn:is adopts an 

21 These observations are based on Aristot1e~s j~1ifications, ibid. 

See A.H. Chroust, An Introduction to AcquinlU. (1974) 19 AmJ of 
Jurispnldence 1. 

Ibid. 

14 John Finnis. Natural Law and Natural ltights~ (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1980). 
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altogether different strategy to defend the ba.."tic premises of natUIallaw mId 

natural rights. 2
' Finnis identifies certain basic goods for human beings. For 

him natural law is the seat. of principles of pmc.tical reasonableness is 

ordering human life and human Cotmnlmity.26 The basic principles of nat.ural . 

law are premonu.1.7 Finnis describes the ba.~c human goods as B..c;pects 

essentially inune&'1l.rable and inconunensurable. These basic goods are 

objective values. This implies that every reasonable person DIUst assert to 

their value as objects of human striving. Finnis identifies seven basic goods, 

life, knowledge, play~ aesthetic experience, sociability or friendship, practical. 

reasonableness and religion.,g For the purpose of the present enquiry we will 

coufine to the first basic good of Fhmis i.e.) life. 

Finnis's work is widely acclaimed in the philosophical circles. While 
Hart .finds (very great merit in Finnis'g account, Neil 11ac Connick 
says that, 'it requires us to abandon our camcature version o/w/tat a 
natural hw theory is~. See H.L.A. Hart, Essays in Jurisprudence and 
Philosophy. (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983), p.11. Neil Mac 
Connick, "Natural Law Reco~'1.deredH, (1981), OJ.L.S. 99, p.109. 

See supra n.23, p.280. 

See J.Finnis and G.Grisez, ~(The B&-1c Principles of Natural Law' 
(1981) 26 AmJ. of Jurisprudence 21, p.28. 

Supra n.23~ p.90. 

~-------...----.--
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·. 
The value of life is a basic value which corresponds to the drive for 

self-preservation.29 The expression life signifies every aspect of the vitality 

which puts a hwnaIl being in good shape for self-detenllinatioll.3o For 

Finnis: 

"life here includes bodily (including cerebral) health 6lld 

freedom from the pain that. betokens organic malfunctioning or 

irgury. And the recognitio~ pursuit, and realisation of this ba.qc 

human purpose (or internally related group of purposes) are as 

various as the crafty struggle and prayer of a man overboard 

seeking t.o stay afloat.lmtil his ship turns back for him.... t ,31 

F.innis's attempt here is to provide a rational justification for the 

fundamentals of natural law which consider the notion of life as something 

sacrosanct. He acknowledges that the value of life is a basic value. For him 

life is the ftrst h'LUnan good. 

29 ibid, p.86. 

30 ibid. 

31 ibid 

-----~---."..-".~ -------------~""--.-".---------
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From the above discussions it. becomes clear that the early west.ern 

thought, the biblical inteIpletatio~ the analytical positivism of Hart and the 

natural revivalism of Finnis accept in common that there are some values 

inherent in life. The differences in their approaches were only in the ways in 

which they tried to rationalize the notion of life as having intrinsic values. 

D. Lift in the Indian Thought: 

In a move which is unparalleL the IndiWl philosophy has attempted to 

exhaustive enquiries into the notion of life. The Indian thought gives an 

altogether different teleological dinlension in this regard.:u The Indian 

Thought. gives the teleological perspective of prakriti33 which is designed to 

anive at desired ends. The classical Indian Thought looks at the notion of 

life in two different ways. While the vedic and vedBlltic philosophy adopt a 

31 	 All philosophical disquisitions in the Indian Thought centre around the 
concepts of man, life and nature. The Upallliitad vision is based on 
the postulat.e a/manam vidhi i.e., know themself. Alman here does not 
mean merely the metaphysical self but also reagon, mind, the life and 
the body. See generally S. Radhakrislll13ll, Indian Philosophy} 
(Oxford Univer~i.ty Press, 1989), For an. elaborate account of the 
original texts and trestises see P. V. Kane, HiStory of Hilldu 
Dharmasaj'tra~ (Government. oriental series. 1977). 

33 	 Prakriti. means nature. See i1wa n.g5. 
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spiritual approach towards the problems of life and exist.ence. the syst.emic 

thoughts in Nyaya. Vy..'l8sika~ etc.~ adopt a purely materialistic approach. 34 

The nature and naturnl. processes are designed according to the 

cl3S~1.Cal thought t.o meet predetermined ends.35 There exists a holistic vision 

of nature in the oriental thought. 36 Nature comprises both mrimate and 

inanimat.e objects. 'J7 The living components of the nature and human beings 

See for a critical appraisal of the ancient Indian religious and political 
thought. Debi Prasad Chattopadhyay~ Sciel!Ce altd Society in At!cient 
Jndia~ (Research India, Calcutta, 1977). See also Uddalaka and 
Yajnavalkya.. Materialism and Idealism.. Studie3 in UJe History of 
iIJdial' Philosophy, (K.P. Bagchis Co., Calcutta, Vol.l. 1978). 

Rigveda speaks about the notion of ria as a fonn of physical existence, 

p.IV" 23> 8 and 9. 

See S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, (Oxford University Press, 
Delhi., Vol. 1., 1989), pp.36, 82, 102, 105, 1259-60 and 540.1. See also 
Debiprasad Chatt.opadhyay~ Indian Phi/o.vophy, A popular 
introductiolJ, (people~s Publishing House, 1986), pp.1l4-H5. 

See Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, ibid, pp.106-117. See also N.S. 
Junankar. Gouiama, the Nyaya Philosophy, (Motilal Benarsidas. 
1978). 
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are treated alike. 38 In many occa..~ons plants are considered as sensible 

organisms.39 

Creation is con..qdered as the lIwldiwork of a creator.40 TIle existence 

of an omnipotent transcendental entity called Brahman and the presence of 

its elements equally in all living beings resulted in the integrated philosophy 

oflife, man and the nature.41 

This hofu.iic ~+ion is closely identified to an ecooentric undtm.1anding 

of nature. The belief that. there exists a transcendented entity called 

paramatma and that it manifest in equal proportion in all living beings in the 

The Mahahharata, highly eulogizes plant life and divides plants into 
six kinds and says that he who plants trees is saved by them just as 
sons do and that they should so tended like sons. See A!ahahharata, 
AJlusanaparva, 58, 23-32 for a detailed acoount. of the importance 
accorded on plant life. See P.V. Kane, supra n.3!, Vol.!!, Part II, 
894-6. 

39 Ibid 

4(1 	 See stpra n.35. p. 102. 

41 	 See 'YajJtava!kya - Jalttlka Sa~iVada in the fm1. Brahmana, fourth 
adJ1yaya of Brihadaral1Yllkopanishad, The Thirteen Principal 
Upanishads, translated by R.E. Hume, (Oxford Univer~+ity Press~ 

De~ 1992) pp.l27-30. See generally S. Radha Krishnan, the 
Principal Upanishads, (Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1989). 

f3f3 
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fonns ofpran resulted in the sanctification of the notion of life. Therefore 

any intereference with the existence of a living object matter was considered 

to be a wrong action or 44adltarma~t .42 

E. 	 Marx and the Species Being: 

Before summing up the diScusb..ton on the concept of life it will be 

ideal to have a look at the species beulg (Gattungswesen) concept of Karl 

Marx.° For Marx the notion of species oeing involves two things. 

i) 	 1l1Wl theoretically and pmcticaliy Dlakes his own species as well as that of 

other things his objects. 

ii) 	as present and living species he con...o;;iders himself to be a universal and 

oonsequently free being.44 

4l 	 Adharma is the ant.onym of dharma. Dharma means right action. For 
a discussion on Dharma See S.D. Sharm~ Admi.nistration ofJwtice. in 
Ancient India. (1Iar:rnan Publishing House. New Delhi. 1988), pp.35
63. 

Karl :t<.1arx. Economic and Philosophic: AJaltuscripts, (1844) translated 
by Lloyds D. Easton and Kurt H. Guddat, (Anohor Books. New York. 
1967). 

Ihid. 
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The life in man is physical and he lives by the inorganic nat.ure. Since 

the realm of the inorganic nature he lives in, comprises plants, mrimais, 

minerals, air, light etc., they fonn part of his consciousness. Since man 

depends his organic nature for his physic.a! as well as spiritual life. the 

component.s of nature fonn part of human life and life activity.4$ Nature is 

the inorganic body of num, ~fan lives by nature, That the physical nnd 

spiritual life of man is tied up with nature in another way of saying that 

nature is linked to itself~ for nUlll is a part of nature.IIS 

Even the above Marxian analysis views hwnan life in its relation with 

the nature. This analysis takes us to the realnl of an 'organic commune> 

where the components of nat.ure exists in proximity because of certain 

organic bandages. This is quiet close to the realm of a. commmuu life, The 

concept of life there acquires a sanct.ity ... , 

ibid 

46 	 The concept ofman in his relationship with nature is explained by Karl 
~larx in the context of explaining his principle of alienation. For an 
ey.haustive account of ~1arxian writing in Uris regard see Karl Marx 
and Frederick Engles, Selected Works, (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
1970). 

41 	 For an argument in these lines see Roberto Unger, Knowledge and 
Politics as cited in Lloyd ls Introduction to Jurisprudence, supra n.g. 
pp.595-97. 
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F. The Int.rinsic Values of Life 

It seems that there are two reasons for considering life as something 

intrinsically valuable. 

i) 	 the inability to explain its origin wld therefore the lllysteries involved 

in it. 

ii) 	 the understandmg that life is tlw essence of e~"istence, 

The Central tenets of natm-al law were reasserted by the recent 

revivalists.4lJ Even these recent restatements accept that there are SOllIe values 

inherent:in life.49 The bru,+ic premise of nalurallilw thinking seettl::t to have 

accepted the second tenet that life is essential for existence therefore has 

certain inherent values. 

From this prennse we will now proceed to address the next question. 

Is granting patents against the intrinsic values of life? This question involves 

the issues of 1110mlity of I'atentllg life fomIs. III order to WlderstWld the 

morality of life patenting we need to look at the extension of private property 

rights over the living beings. The Btielupt here is not to analyse U1e morality 

48 See supra n.234. 

Ibid 
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or justness of private property but. t.o confme it the morality of private 

prop8rtising living beings. 

H. Private PropertYt Paten1.8 and lliing Beings: 

Private property denotes a complex of rights. so These rights are rights 

ill remSl 
: The oWllership of a property takes with it the rights to possess. 

enjoy and even dispose of the property in possession. n A right. in rem 

amounts to the exclusion of aU otller persons flom interIering willI the 

owner~s rights over the things in his/her possession. A patent confers a 

privute property rights on the patentee. 53 Patenting 8 living subject n18tter· 

therefore implies the conftnnent of an exclu:!.ive rig11t to the patentee over 

that living subject matter. Since a living being reproduces, the right ehiends 

to its progenies also. Patent necssarily implies the commercial use of the 

Salmond) Jurisprudence.. (Sweet & Maxwell, London,. 12 ed., 1966)~ 
p.264. 

51 	 A right in rem implies a right against the rest of the world. It is 
generally used in contradistinction with a. right. in personam which 
means a right against a particular person, ibid. 

Jbi~ p.247. 

-~----~-.--



invention. SIt If the &.1.1bject. matter of the invention is a living being.. its 

conlll1ercial use makes it a tradable connnodily. Therefore living being and 

their progenies become mere conunodities over which individual possess 

absolute DI011opoly rights. 

Extension of conunodification is an accepted b3:3'1c premise of 

Capitalisnl.55 The tran..~tion of Capitalisnl into lllodern lllarket eCOll0111Y is 

backed by liberal theories and most recently (presently libertarianism).'6 The 

liberal Justification of llmrket ecollomy have their fundamental conceptual 

basis in Lockean Social contract.57 Locke's labour theory affords &.1rong 

theoretical justifications for private property. Does locke envision the 

extension ofprivate property rights over living beings? A scientist who alters 

For patent.ability norms see Art.27 of the TRIPs. 

See generally Karl :M.arx, Capital, Vol.l (Foreign Languages 
Publishing House, Moscow, 1958) See also SoUomore, C.apitalism as 
cited in Manjula Bose «Capitalism", in K.Roy and C.Gupta, eds.• 
Essayj' in Social and Political Philosophy, (ICPR. New Delhi, 1989)" 
pp.385-414. 

The recent. theoret.ical assertions can be seen in Robert Nozick. State 
Anarchy and Utopia, (Oxford Univer~ty Press, Oxford, 1974). 
Nozick sdvocates libertarisnism and for that nlstter a minimal state. 
See also John Rawls, Theory of Justice, (Oxford University Press, 
1988), Rawls' attempt :is to arrive at a higher level of theoretical 
abstraction based primarily on Lockean Social Contract. 

See Rawls, op. cit., p.ll. 
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the genetic constitution of a. living being is putting his labour in doing that. 

Does it mean that he can claun private property rigtlts over that living beings 

and its progenies according to the Lockean theory? 

Locke's social canh-act stenl from the fundamentals of naturallaw.S 
& 

The consent theory has at its root. the notion of the necessity of a compact 

for self-prese.rvation. Locke's atte.mpt is to con.struct a the.ory of n.atural 

rights through the social contract. doctrine. ~9 ~'farry of his ideas reiterate the 

central assumptions of 16th century thonust thought. 60 Locke himself says 

that the knowledge of natural law was compulsive and ((ltrit in the hearts oj 

all maTikind" ,til 

Creating a new fonn of life and establishing, a d01nain of private rights 

over the whole species of the new life fonn Wllount to a distortion of the 

~1.C values of life. As seen earlier natural law principles postlllate the 

See Llayd's luiroducti01t to Jurisprude/tce, supra n.9, pJ03. 

~9 	 For an introduction t.o the thoughts of Locke, see J.Dunn, Loch.. 
(1984) as cited in Lloyd's introduction to Jurisprudence, supra n.9, 
p.103. 

60 ibid. 

61 Quoted by lDlUUl, supra, n.S8, p.30. 
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intrinsic values of life. The creation of a new fonn of life is an outcome of 

an unnatural hwnan intervention, therefore against the order of nature. 

Subsequently the procreation, gro\\1h. etc.• of the created life jtJrttl \\rill be4 

regulated by the monopoly holder for his/her own ends. TIns results in 

private holdings of animal and plant varieties. This 3ll1ounts to a clli,1ortion 

of the values inherent in 1ife~ therefore a violation of the fundamentals of 

natural law . If this is the case Locke's theory being premised on nat.urallaw 

does not pennit the granting of private property rights over living subject 

matlers. Therefore neither Locke nor Lockean interpretations afford to 

justify patenting. living. beings. That means even in liberal theories patenting 

of life fonus do not have valid justifications. 

In the light of the above analysis now we will address the l~lSl issue 

raised in the beginning of this discussion. The queSf'tioll is, can the value 

judgments of the hWllWl beings be replaced by those that me originated in 

scientific investigations? 
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1. Science and Spirit.uallty: 

Scientific and analytic thought has dispelled numy superstitions. But 

the growing scientific and analytic spirit should not destroy the values of life 

which are ofla..<4ing importance.62 tv1any b3b1c issues raised by lnunan reason· 

still (even at wake of this scientific revolution) renuul1 wuesolved. 6Y While 

life sciences fail t.o give us a convincing answer to the question what is life, 

physical sciences still struggle with tune) space and casuality, 64 Conant says: 

H •••there is nothing to be gained by asserting that is principle all 

our common sense ideas about the universe and hwnan 

behaviours, all our ethical principles, and our luora! convictions 

could be replaced by 'concepts grov1ing out of eA-perunent and 

observation'. Even in the restricted area. of the phys'ical sciences 

there are huge spots where empricism alone is the guide for the 

conduct of scientists as scientists.~t6~ 

61 	 Supra n.2, p.l7. 

63 	 James B. Conant, -"'fodenl Science and },.{odern M.an, (Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1953), pp.97-8, as quoted in S. 
Radhar-..rishnan and P.T. Rsju, supra n.2, p.16. 

See Raja Ramanna., Scientific PhilosophY;I<1.I11 Reference to .Buddhist 
Thought. (Tibet House, New Delhi, 1996). 

6S 	 See supra n.2. 

-~-..~~.--
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Our l.mderstanding of life, existence, etc., stenl from a broad base of 

lnorrus, religious values and traditions. These helieves have been 

conceputalised through age long thought processes. They do have very 

strong social basis. Therefore any attempt for a complete replacc.ment of 

these values goes against human civilization. 

J. TRtPs and t.he l\iorality of Ufe Pat.enting! 

The question relating to the morality of life patenting are to be 

answered in the light of the finding arrived at ill the foregoing discussions, 

As mentioned earlier, principles of natural law are premoral. Therefore 

nlorality fonns the essence of tllese principles. But the lnoraliLy issues 

relating to life patenting bring us back to the realm of positivist discourses 

because there exist, in the TRIPs AgreenIcnt WId .ill the Patent Act, 1970~ 

express provi~'ions relating t.o morality. 66 TRIPs in Art. 27(3) permits the 

lnember nations to exclude fronl palentability~ subject matters like plfUlts lUld 

animals but not microorganisms. By permitting certain exclusions on the 

ground of morality and public order is TRIPs trying to strike a balance 

between the divergent intere~1s in the case of life patenting? This ql.le&.1ion is 

to be answered in the light of the analysis of the TRIPs provisions on 

pat.enting which we have seen in the proceeding chapter. 

See Art.27(2) of the TRIPs Agreement and Sec.·3 of the Patents Act~ 
1970. 
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Let us take the case of India. The Patents Act says that inventions 

which are contrary to well established natl.lrallawsti1 and which are contrary 

to morality63 are not. patentable. Since micro organisms patenting is a case of 

life form patenting69 these expressions are to be interpreted to decide its 

patentability. 

The fundamental principles of natural law are universal in character. 

But Vtrithin the broad parameters of these wUversal principles different 

conullunities develop different value choice·s, These values vary fronl 

communities t.o commmuties. XI Therefore moralit.y acquires a territ.orial 

See sec.3 (a) of the Patents Act, 1970. 

ibid, sec.3(b). 

Microorganisms are living subject matters which exhibits all attribliWs 
oflife, see n.23 in Chapter.! . 

.Afahabharata says: 


'Il1r'Q'UIt;c ~/f 'l.rmo/~/7fTl? I 


o;;i'TVil1 ~/(/'.IIJ~V : { ~/<t>1""': ,; f"I/'tAJ f 


Meaning thereby: Values differ from time to tUne and place to place, 
SantJliparva: 6: 1. 
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character. The notion of territorial morality as ernmciated by various judicial 

fora in different occa...<;;ions is addressed in short in the following passage. 

Brennan, 1. in A/aho v. Queenslalld (No.2fl held that the Australian 

conuuunity has its own conmlunity values, The judge sold: 

"Whatever the justification advanced ill earlier days for refusing 

to recognize the rights EUld interests of tile indigenous 

inhabitants of settled colonies, an Wljust and discl'itninatory 

doctrine of the international COnIDlUnity accord in this respect 

with the contemporary values of the AU&.1ralian people.,,'2 

Subsequent to this decisioIly ill Dietrich v, The Queen7'3 the court held 

that. the Australian oonununity has its own pennanent social values distinot 

fronl otllers.74 

(1992) 175 CLR 1. 

Ibid, p.42. The Judge was ma¥.ing the point that lmjust descrimination 
in the enjoyment of civil and political rights was il1con$listent with the 
contemporary Australirnt values. 

(1992) 177 CLR 292. 

'4 	 The court was explaining t.he right to free trail in relation with Art. 15 
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Righ.ts. ihid 

--.. .. ...- ..-~-~~ ~ 
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In the Greelt Peace decu..'ion~ the Technical Board of Appeal of the 

European Patent office held 

"the concept of morality is related to the belief that some 

behaviour is right and acce.ptal,le wheTeas other behaviour is 

wrong. this belief being founded on the totality of the accepted 

nonns which are deeply rooted in a particular culture. For the 

purposes of the EPC, the culture in question is the culture 

inherent ill European society and civilization. ACCQldil1gly~ 

under Act. 53(a) EPC, inventions, the exploitation of which is 

not in cOllfumity with the conventionally accepted standards of 

conduct pertaining to this culture are to be excluded fronl 

patentability as being c·ontrary to 111ornlity."76 

The recognition of the E11I'opean morali(r is an express assertion of 

the fact that patentability norms are to be set according to tlle territoJial 

nlorality of a given community. 

The Suprenle Court of India wheneve.r required to interpret 

expres~i.ons of the sort of morality resorted to the distinct traditions and 

culture of the country. Suprelue Court's interpretation of notions like 

See Chapter III, n.55. 

Jbid, para.6. 
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sec111arism,7'1 Hindutva,."13 life,19 educatioll,80 et.c., were largely based on a 

territorial understancling of values. 

Contemporary social theory gives a ~1rong theoretical footing t.o the. 

concept of distinct territorial nl0rality of nations.81 The contenlporary social 

theory enunciates the concept of an Hahstract-concrete~~ space which the 

nations i111ribit. 82 The. nation-space is abstract being. a metaphysical construct. 

But it is concrete being geographical and hence phy~-:ical. The space 

See S,R. Bommai 1/, Union a/India. (1994) 3 S.C.C 1. 

See for elaborate discussion of the Hindutva judgtnents in these lines, 
Soli. J. Sorabjee, "Indian Supreme Court on Hindutva·}. Religion and 
Law Review, (Vol.L5; 1996, Institute of Objective Studies, New Delhi). 

See GianKaurv. State o/Pwljab (1996) 2 S.C.C 648, pp.656-657. 

~I) lltmikrishnan J.P, 1/, State ofAlldhra Pradesh. A1R 1993 S.C 2178, 
p.rno. 

See generally Benodlct. Anderson, Imagined Communities, (Verso, 
London, 2nd ed. 1991). See also Frederik Barth, Ethnic Groups cmd 
Rowularits: The SotialOrganisation o/Cultural LJij)erentes, (George 
Alles and Unwis. London, 1969). 

See generally Anthony D. Smith., The Ethnic Origills of Nations~ 
(Blackwell, Oxford, 1986). 
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exist in the social realm of a nation.83 Nations are emergent phenomena 

They becoDle vi...uble only when all ideological terrain and an identifable 

territory can be cross-mapped onto each other to produce 9 sense of 

llatiofll"l.eSS shared by large luenlbers in society. 34 

This ideological construct of a nation space stands tor territorially 

delil11iting the social space of a nation. The social S}Juc·e eUlerges out of a 

historic process of collective eyjst~nce and therefore represents morality of a 

given connnunity within that territory. TIus CaIDlot be discorded by positivist 

intelVention, that too of international ditnension. 

K. The Condusion: 

The above analysis sho,\'~s that any attelllpt to interpret the expression 

moralit.y occurring in the Indian Patent Act., in the context of patenting living 

beings, has to be made in the light of the distinct values of Indian 

community. As has said earlier the Indian understanding of the concept of 

life is based strongly on a broad base of custonlS~ traditions WId other 

See Anderson, supra n.80. 

Ibid. 
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religious principles. 35 The central questions addre~sed in the classical 

Upanishads, which fonn the core of Indian philosophy~ were aU about Ole 

notions of life and existence.16 The intrinsic values of life as understood by 

the IndiWls were strongly justified by the mtionalisation in the philosophical 

expositions. The .Ahimsa~ which was central to Buddhist thought ~1em from 

the llilderstanding of the dignity oflife.31 

The morality of life patenting is to be seen in the light of the foregoing 

analysis, The following propositions coo be drawn from the above analysis, 

1. 	 Principles ofnatural law postulate the int.rilThi.c values of life. 

2. 	 The concept of morality and the principles of natural law are deep in 

human minds in such s way that s sudden replacement of these concepts 

'\\'ith observations drawn front scientific e>'l'erullents goes again...~ hunllm 

civilisation. 

3. 	 The Indian lU1derstanding of luorality co-exists with the universal 

principles of natural law but acquires different dimensions based on its 

di.~inct community values, 

See supra n.33. 

See supra n.31. 

For an aecotmt on Buddhisnl, see S. Radhak..rislulllll, Indian 
Philosophy, Vol. I. (Oxford Univer~'ity Press, New Delhi 1989). 

]03 
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4. India, having its own age-old social values and religious believes backed 


by different philosophical schools, has a territorial morality of its own. 

A patent on a living being results in the following: 

1. 	 It gives private property rights (the right to possess, enjoy and even to 

destroy) t.o a patentee on that particular living being and its progenies. 

2. 	 The patentee's right is W1 exclusive right (All others except the patentee 

will be excluded from using those living beings. This means a single 

individual enjoys ltlonopoly over a particular variety of plrn.lt or mllinals). 

3. 	 The patentee conunercially uses his invention thereby making the living 

beings an object of trade and therefore conml0dities. 

The congequences together with those mentioned earlier, when 

analysed in the light of the prinnciples enunciated above show that patenting 

of life fonns in the distortion of the values inherent in life. TRIPs now 

1118udates India to pro"ide patents onluic.roorgrunsllls. As said earlier Indian 

Patents Act. clearly speaks about morality and principles of natural law as 

groWlds to detennine patentability. It is fClt that these provisions struld 

against patenting of life· fonus. 
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As mentioned above the mandate in TRIPs for patenting life forms has 

to be seen on the basis of the territorial understanding of morality. As far as 

India is concerned any interpretation of the "morality clause» in the Patents 

Act should encompass the Indian understanding of morality. As we have 

seen earlier the notion of luorality in tile Indian perspective is rooted deeply 

in the Indian vision of natural law. Hence any attempt to extent private 

property over living beings go against these nlorality notions, The 

recognition of the morality. public order clause in Art.27(2) of the TRIPs is a 

recognition of this reality ,vitJl reference to different nations and their 

soveriegnity. If morality is to be viewed territorially, the provision in the 

Sec.3 of the Patents Act have an over riding effect 011 the· TRIPs provisions 

contained in Art.27(2). Therefore India has a strong case again~1 the TRIPs 

numdate for life fmm patenting. under Art.27(3). 

Sec.27(3) of the TRIPs explicitly gives roonl for a review of the 

pat.entabilit.y criteria. Accordingly the fm1 revision is going to be held in the 

year 1999. This is to be considered as a built in cvbenletics within the TRIPs. . 
paradigm and has to be effectively used to renegotiate the patentability 

llQnns. 
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In Law, Liberty altd lvloralitl3 H.L. A. Hart asked the question, "Has 

Ule development of law been influenced by nlolals?". His unequivocal 

response to this question was ~~the answer to this question is plainly ~ res'" .89 

If law has to be influenced In}' nlornls in its developUlellt, where frOlll they 

springs up? In this context the observation of Cardozo is quite pertinent. 

Cardozo says: 

"Law is indeed, an historical growth for it is an expression of 

custonlary morality ... :,90 

Jm1ice Oliver Wendell Hohnes asserts91 these propositions by saying 

that: 

"the life of the law has not been logic, it has been ex-perience. 

The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political 

theories. institutions of public policy... have had a good deal 

H.L.A. Hart, Law, Libe.r(v altd lv/orality, (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 1984). 

39 Ibid, p.l. 

90 B.N. Cardozo, The Nature ofJudicial Process, (Yale University Press, 
New Haven. 1921), pp.104-105. 

9) O.W. Holmes, The Common Law, (Dover. New York, 1991). 
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more t.o do than Ute syllogisms in detenn.ining the rules by 

which men should be governed ... :,9i 

Atharva Veda declares:93 

~yy; q ctlfi-rl!J{/71 

" 
VI ~fli H"1 "" 

: 

..! C"i I!T/I ~'1 

((All have equal rights on articles of food and water. The yoke of the chariot 

of life is placed equally on the shoulders of all. All should live together witll 

harmony supporting one mlother like the spokes of a wheel of the chariot 

connecting its rim and hub:· 

The vedic hynUl postulates that all living beings have equal rights and 

it is inunoral t.o he otherwise. 

ibid, p.L 

93 Atharva fTeda as cited in Rama lois, SetJds ofAlodern and Public Law, 
(Eastern Bool: Co., Lucknow, 1990), p.49. 
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CHAPTER V 


THE ENVIRONMENT 


Introduction 


The importance of biotechnology as a branch of science need not be 

emphasized. But the benefits of scientific progress has to be estimated in the 

light of the long..t.enn socio-economic progress they result in. If the progress 

in a branch of science creates short-tenn benefits and if there exists a serious 

apprehension of a long-tenn sooial risk wing out of it., the case is to be dealt 

with care and caution. Genetic engineering. raises such a challenge. The 

technocratic version of sustainable developnumt promised by genetic 

engineering industry and 8 faction of scientific conmlunity is yet to be 

realized,l 

Scientists have told us the trenlendous socio-economic benefits genetic 

engineering create.' But now a part of the same scientific community tells us 

the serious en1;1rOnmental hazards of deploying biotechnological research) 

I See VandWla Shiv~ UWhy the Engineering Paradigm in Life Forn1s is 
Flawed", Third World Resurgence, Jan/Feb (I995)~ pp.53-54. 

2 See Chapter I~ n39. 

3 See Chapter 1. n.34. 
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Therefore at. a time when we are necessitated to provide patent. protection for 

inventions in the field of biotechnology~ which will foster Ule 

commercialisation of such inventions, the arguments on the environmental 

hazards are to be carefully analysed. 

This chapter consists of four parts. Part I deals with the environmental 

risk iSSUCS. The arguments relating t.o the ecological hazards of the 

deployment of genetic engineering are analysed in this Part. Part II is an 

analY~'if:; of the biosafety mechanL~ e~'Pecially in India which controls and 

regulate the genetic engineering research snd development. In Part III certain 

specific issues relating to bioethics is highlighted with the purpose of having 

a theoretical perspective of the environnlent-based argU111ents against the 

harmful effects ofgenetic engineering. Part IV contains a critical appraisal of 

the whole issue. 

Part I 

A. The En"ironmental Risks of Genetic Engineering 

Most of the en~rironmental issues, raised in the context of genetic 

engineering and the connnercial application of rDNA techniques~ are yet to 

be resolved." The global public concern over safety relating to genetic 

For adet.ai1ed discu..~on of these issues see infra n.8. 

11219 
.. 
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engineering seems to have scientific grolmds . .5 From 1975 itself the scientific 

community started warming the world about tl1t~ probahle risks involved in 

this field of research.6 But the issue acquired a new fom1 when the scientific 

conInlunity itself is divided into two groups~ one group conlprising nuu.n1y of 

geneticisd.s and microbiologists speaking for genetic engineering and the other 

group, mainly ecologists speaking against it.? The arguments again..'¢ the 

deployment of genetio engineering researches are mainly based on the 

following aress. 

5 	 See infra~ n.7. 

6 	 See the Asilomar Declaration (1975). The statement issued by the 
scientists conlprising tl1e Conunittee 011 Recomhinant [)NA of tlle U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences warned that Jfuere is a serious concern 
that some of these artificial rDNA nlolecules could prove biologically 
hazardous'. The Conference in Asilomar was chaired by Dr Poul Bars 
and the ColtUlliUee included Dr James Watson lrunself. See Third 
World Re.tll1'gencB, No.93154 (1995), p.17. 

1 	 Richard Hindmarsh, "the Flawed Sustainable Promise of Genetic 
Engineering'" The Ecologist. Vo1.21, No.5 (1991), p.196. The author 
observes~ 'inost of the scienti.qts responsible for low-risk statenlents 
are either nlolecular biologists~ geneticists~ microbiologists Qr 
biochemists, who specialise in biology at. the Dlolecular and cellular 
levels. Often they are directly involve.d with the· genetic engineering 
industry. By way of contra..'4. many critics are ecologists who 
specialised in biology at the organisnl~ eco-system - biosphere levels of 
interaction Rnd who are independent of the industry.". p.20l. 
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B. Herbldde - ResiJt.ence and Pest. Residence 

The thrust area on which the agri-genetic engineering ind'nstry focus their 

commercial ~1.mtegies are herbicide resistenee and pest. resist.enee. The 

highest priority is given to the development of herbicide tolerant plant 

varieties in the agenda of the agri-genetic eng1neering research and 

development. About 30-50 per cent of the industry's resources are directed at 

this productt 

A study conducted by the Ministry of Environment of the Government of 

DennlOrk reveals that the llUissive commercialization of the R&D efforts on 

herbicides tolerant plants results in serious environmental hazards.' The 

study was intended to assess the environmental risks of the use of herbicide 

resist.ent. agricultural crops. The study revealed that the transfer resistant 

genes to weeds 1\-111 cause a gradual spreading of resistence to an agent 

8 	 Mooney, P, "Beyond Biocides: People Linking for a Sustainable 
Future", The Gene Exchange, Vol2 (1991), p.9. 

9 	 The study was conducted on a. number of selected agricultural crops. 
For a detailed discussion on the strategies adopted in the study, See 
Vandana Shiv~ "Tripping Over Life", Tlrird World Resurgence, 
No.57 (l955)~ p.7. 
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(which was a Basta Oil Seed Rape in this parlicular case) and is thus likely t.o 

result in an increased worldwide use ofherbicides.Hl 

This case study substantiate.s the argunlents regarding nutuml gene 

transfer. Genes which are introduced into the crop variety get transferred to 

its wildrelatives through natural gene transfers.1J This spontaneous 

hybridisation rat.e for oil seed rape and it.s wild relative Rrassica Compeslris 

is O.3~i to 8%~. This suggests that cultivation of oil seed rape might result in 

spread of transgenes t.o related wild ~..pecies by hibridisation.12 

It is argued that genetic engineering research results in irreparable 

biological pollution. In the development of herbicide and pesticide tolerant 

varieties~ it is cheaper to adapt a plant to a chemical than a chemical to the 

plant. This is the strategy generally followed by the agri-genetic engineering 

industry. The creation of genetically engineered herbicide resistant varieties 

can end up in the creation ofweedsP 

10 	 Ibid, p.8. 

11 	 R. Jorgensen and B. Allderson~ "Spontaneous Hybridization~ the risk 
of Growing Genetically Modified Oil Seed Rape t

\ Am.J. of Botany~ 
81 (12) 1994. 

12 	 For more details~ ihid.. pp.81-85. 

13 	 See supra n.7, p.8. 
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It is generally accepted that pesticides tolerance research can be funited to 

environmentslly benign chemicals. But even the low-dose herbicides like 

sulfonylurea. chlosllJfuron and imidazole also cause hanns by way of 

pe~~1ing in the environment. 11t It is important to note that the U. S . 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cancelled and restricted various 

fonnulations contain.ing hromoxynil ott the grounds of pot.en.tial birth defects 

in the children of persons handling the products as the induction of 

c3tcit.,.ogenic effects. is 

Tnmsgenic biopesticides furthers the ecological risks in many ways, 

though they are clauned to be environment friendly.'6 When a ne·w foml of 

14 	 See supra n.7. pp.197-199. The author cites the case of transgenic 
tobacco hybrid produced by the Plant Industry Division of the 
Ind\L..~al Research Organisation (CSIRO) of Australia. This tobacco 
hybrid survived spraymg with dosages of phenoxy herbicide 2~ 4-D. 
Though Z. 4-0 is claimed to be enviIonmentally benign the U.S. 
Geologists found it to be more susceptible to insert infection and 
disease. Beneficial inspects like bees have been found to suffer 
adversely frOlll 2, 4-0, usage. 

IS 	 See Richard Hindnlarch~ op, cit.~ p.198. 

16 	 See J. Doyle) "Potential Food Safety Problem..s relating to New Uses of 
Biotechnology". Biotechnology and the Food Supply: Proceeding., of 
a Symposium, (National Academy Press~ Washington DC, 1988). The 
author is of the opinion that, "'ith the accelerating pace of 
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genetic resi.~ence is introduced into a crop strain the resi&tence collapses after 

5-15 years because of a newly evolved fonn of disease or pest. A serious 

health hazard which is a direct outcome of using biotoxin is the genesis of a 

new naturally oc.cuning toxins.!7 

C. Environmental ReleaSe! 

In the coming days the release of genetically engineered organisms into 

the nature is going to be of common plsee. It. is very difficult. to have a 

general standard for assessing the risks of releasing Genetically Modified 

Organisms (GAfO~). Therefore for risk assessment in GAfO releases ~-in.ce 

the hwms ofreleasing genetically engineered organisms can be assessed only 

after rele~"ing those organisms. Some authors have even described the 

whole process as 'Opening Pandora's Box',!? 

hiotecmlology developlnent~ new ge·ne transfer teclurique nUlY allow a 
more rapid change in toxin levels~ the introduction of new toxins or 
the creation of secondary situation that invite the genesis of a new 
toxin. 

17 	 ibid 

18 	 Paul Hatchwell, "Opening Pandora's Box: The Risk of Releasing 
Genetically Engineere.d Organisms"~ The Ec%gist~ Vol.l9~ NoA~ 
p.l30. The author argues that the fullest adoption of genetic 
engineering would involve fundamental changes in the way we think 
about our place in the natural order~ since hunum intervention shifts 
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Dr Martin Alexander, a Professor at. Cornell University's Department of 

Agronomy and the then ChaimuUl of the Environmental Protection Agency's 

(EPNs) Study Group on Biotechnology, has identified the following major 

risk conlponents of the envrronnlentai release of genetically engineered 

organisms:19' 

1) the possibility that. the organism will survive following its releage. 

2) the likelihood that the organism will multiply in some natural 

environment or in farmed areas. 

3) the possibility that it will be dispersed and make contact. 

4) the chance that it will be harmful. 

Of all these risks involved in the release of GAfO's probably the 11l0st 

important and serious may be the risks of self propagation. This raises 

serious challenges to the safety 111easures of genetic research.20 

the enviromnental conditions in the favour of artificial threat to 
ecosystem perse. 

19 	 Planned Releases ofGenelicaJJrAltered Organisms: The Stahltes of 
Government Regulation, Hearing Before the Suh-CommitJee on 
Investigations and Oversight of the House of CommonLf on Science 
and Technology, 99th Congo 1st. Sess. 40 (1985) as cited in ~fark W 
L8Uroescll~ "Gene·tic Engineering: hUI0Vatiol1 wId Risk Minimizationt

\ 

57 George Washington Law Review, 100 (1988). 

20 	 Ihid. 
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Tho compelling fact.ors that. prompt. the scientists t.o speak against. the 

unfettered commercial application of genetic engineering are mally. In 1993 

in a study namely "PerilJ Amidst the Promise", the Union of Concerned 

Scientists in Washington DC addressed the question whether genetic.ally 

engineered crops should be commercially released.21 The fmdings were 

against giving an absolute permit for using genetic engineering techniques for 

all commercial purposes.22 To highlight the harmful effects of microbe 

releases) ecologists cite the case of the 1992 epidemics of the disease 

Eosinophelia - la-fyalgra SYI1:drome (EMS). The death toll of the epidemic 

was 38 out of Ute 1512 reported cases.D 

21 	 "Neglect of Safety Concerns and the Need to Consider a Moratorium 
on Geo Releases," The Third World Re4~urgence, No.53/54, p.20. 

22 	 Ihid. 

23 	 An epidemic of the disease Eosinophelia-Afyalgia Syndrome brokeout 
ill U.S. in 1992, the S}nlptonlS of which include abnomlally high 
counts of WIJG. By June 1992 there were about 38 deaths reported. 
The viCtinlS had taken a particular batch of Synthetic L. E.ryptophas> an 
amino acid found naturally in various foods. A genetically engineered 
strain of hacilhu amy/o/iquejaciens. the QrgarllslllS used to produce 
tryptophan has been introduced in December 1988. This is cited as a 
serious unpredicted health hazard of genetic lllampulation. See for 
details, /hid,~ pp.19-20. 
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In scientific terms there exists little distinction between the release of a 

novel organism and an exotic organim.24 Various case studies show that 

exotic 	organi3m3 do pot.ential hanns to the ecosystems. An oft-quot.ed case 

is the field trials ofpseudomonasfluorescence baclerirml.n 

D. GENETIC DIVERSITY 

It is argued that genetic engineering raises serious threats to genetic 

diversity.26 The major concern is that genetic engineering will induce fanners 

to USe only the most efficient plant Of animal of a ~l'ecies. This is now 

24 	 A novel organism can be an indigenous organism "with atleast one 
nlodified or inserted gene. But an exotic orgmrisnl nlay not be an 
indigenous one. Supra. n.3, p.201. 

25 	 See TllJE, No.9~ 1987~ pp.74-75~ ~f.D.Lel1osick reports the field trials 
carried out on the bacteria pswiomonas j/uorescens near Black Ville~ 
South Carolina by researchers from Clemson University. These 
bacteria were genetically enginee.red to turn blue ill the presence of a 
chemical known as X-Gal. They were resistent to the antibiotic 
rijiunpsin rendering thenl ea.'5i1y detectable in oil smnples. 
MONSANTO the multinational biochenucal corporation was expected 
to 111onitor the release. But no proper DlOnitOring could be camed out. 

26 	 The Testinlony of Thonl8S Wagller~ Director~ Edison Aninlal 
Bioteclmology Centre, Ohio University, Patents and the Constitution: 
Transgenic Animals: Hearings Before Ihe SuhCommittee 011 COW"tJ, 
Civil Liberties and the Administration of .Justice of Ihe House of 
Commons on the Judiciary) 100th Cong. 1st Sess. 39-40~ a.~ cited in 
Mmk W. Lauroesch, "Genetic Engineering''. supra. n.lS. p.1l9. 
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termed as spread of monoculture. 'r1 Monoculture means the spread of a 

single efficient variety of a breed of livestock or transgenic crop.28 

l\1onocultures are ecologically unstable and they invite diseases. In order to 

prove tlus argument VandalIa Shivs cites the U.S COI7l.Bligh/Epidenric.29 

The risks highlighted in the foregoing pages seem to be scientifically well 

founded. The reason behind this conclusion is that the above discussed 

arguments are not so far outrightedly rejected by the scientific comnlunity. 

The serious concerns over the risks of deploying genetic researches re~n.uted 

in the emergence of biosafety mechanisms. In the next pmt an attempt is 

made to critically appreciat.e the role of the biosafety mechanisms in curbing 

envirolUllental hazards of genetic engineering. 

27 	 See VandalIa Sltivu, C.ap/ive Jvlinds Captive Lives, (Research 
FmUldation for Science~ Technology and Natural Resource Policy) 
1995). 

28 	 Se.e supra) n.St p.7, 

29 	 The Corn Leaf Blight of 1970-71 laid wa..c:;te 15%) of America's crop 
produce during tlIe period. See Richard Hindmarsh op.cit. 1 n.7. 
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Part. II 

Biosafety Policy and Regulation 

A. Introduction 

The significance of biosafety needs no elaboration in the light of th~ 

above discussion. A number of cases on the mismanagement of genetic 

engineering are reported from various parts of the world.:O In India, a very 

30 	 Bruch et al. Biotechnology Policy and industry Regulation: Some 
Ecological Social and Legal Consideration~"; Suhmission to the 
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Industry, Science 
and Technology: Inquiry into genetically modified organisms, 
(Austr~ September, 1990), The Ecologist, Vo1.21, No.5, Sept/Oct. 
1991. The list of incidents of the mislnanagement of genetic 
engineering include: 

a) 	 In November, 1986, the Wistal Institute of Philadelphia in 
collaboration with the Pan American Health Organization conducted 
field tests of a genetically engineered viral vaccine on 20 cows in Azul 
Argentina without the approval of Argentine or US officials. The viral 
vaccine was conveyed from the USA to Argentina in a diplomatic bag 
thus evading Argentina's import laws. Wistar maintained that it was not 
legally obliged to disclose anything bec·ause Argentina had no law on 
the subject and no regulatory mechanism for the field testing of 
potentially haouful bio-technology products. 

b) 	 In May 1987~ a Researcher at the. University of Ba}Teuth. West 
Gennany, cmried out a release of g.enetically manipulated rhizohia on 
to a pea field. In order to comply with the national regulations on 
genetic engineering any experiment involving the release of genetically 
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recent. issue of a field trial conducted by the Indian Agricultural Research 

engineered orgmuSlns had to be approved by the Central ConmnUee 
for Biological safety. But genetically engineered organisnls were 
defined to include only those created in Vitro u..<illlg r-DNA tsClm:ique..f. 
Much to the consternation of critics the- rhizohium released did not fall 
under this subject and thus did not need official approval. 

c) 	 In 1987, an accidental release of gaseow protein drt..tt from a factory 
near Leningrad caused widespread (-ases of hro1lchial asthma resulting 
nation wide environmental protests forced the closure of this Soviet 
Micro Biological Industry. 

d) 	 In 1988. over 50 transgenic pigs we-re taken to an abattoir in South 
Australia from facilities run by Metrotech a joint venture between 
Metro Meats and the University of Adelaide. The trmlSferred pigs were 
slaughtered for hunuUl conswnption. It appero:s that neither the 
University's Institutional Bio-safety Con1l1uttee nor the National 
Genetic Mmripulation Advisory ComnuUee were notified. The 
Managing Director of Metrotech has a:5serted that Australiats voluntary 
code of conduct applied to the University but not to compmries. 

e) 	 In 1990~ the US En'\ironmental Protection Agency granted Mycogen an 
experimental use permit for large scale field testing of a bio-pesticide 
containing gene altered bacteria. Mycogen was able to side step the 
laws because the bacteria were killed before they left the factory 
(prevailing laws pertain only to live releases). Yet there is still the 
possibility that live bacteria or viruses in the field can interact with the 
dead bacteria and so alter live organiSlns. 

TIns is a part of a longer list which comprises a nunlher of 
incidents of genetic mismmmgement. 
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Insti.tute~ New Delhi, raised much public concem.:U . The IARI scienti.<us 

introduced a synthetic toxin gene fRY /A (h)], obtained from Japan into the 

native variety of an egg plant, Solanum Me/ongena. Bacillw thW'ingesis (Bt) 

which expresses gene Solanum MelongellQ was grown in a 60 square meters 

compound in the JARI campus in New Dellii. This was continued from' 

August, 1996 till~ December 1996. The experimental plot was not adequately 

prot.ected and nets were the only prot.ective covers. Since this unauthorised 

field trial started raising hue and cry the Governnlent of India ordered IARI 

to bum down the experimental p1ot.32 

These and a number of other incidents highlight the significance of an 

efficient biosafety nlecltani..'ml. The necessity of having a safety ntechanisnl 

was felt. by the scientific conununity itself, which in the beginning forced the 

sdel1ti.~ to place a moratoriunl on certain rDIt'A e.h'Perinlents.n When the 

Moratorium was lifted the scientific conununity replaced it with voluntary 

guidelines.34 

31 	 Sachin Chatwvedi, "Biosafety Policy and Implications in India", 
.Biotechnology and Development Monitor, No.30, 1-1arch (1997), p.IO. 

32 	 Ibid~ p.ll. 

33 	 NAS Ball on Plasmid Engilleering, 250 Nature, 175, (1994). 

34 	 See the Declaration by the Asilomar Conference on Recombinant 
DNA Afo/cuks 1 Science 991. p.991-94 (1975). 
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B. Biolafety: The U.S. Experiment 

In 1983 the U.S. Govenunent issued a regulation on genetic engineering 

researches)} This Reconbinant DNA Research Guidelines made it 

compulsory for all NIH supported rDNA researches to comply with 

guidelines fomlulated by NIH. These regulation were applicable only to NIH 

funded researches. But. the chunk of the genetic engineering research is 

cmried on by private cOIporations. They are not bound by the guidelines. 

In 1983~ the lJiotechnology Science Coord illation Committee (lJSCC) was 

constituted by the Reagan A.dntin1.1ration.36 The purpose of establishing 

BSCC was the coordination of the regulation of the bio-industry. 

BSCC consist.ed of seven members. The mcmbL'1's represented the 

following agencies: 

1. The Department of Agriculture (2 members) 

2. The Department of Health and HUlnan Services (I member) 

3. The Enviromnent.al Protection Agency (EPA) (2 members) 

4. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (1 member) 

5. The National Science Foundation (1 member). 

35 Recomhinant DNA ResetU'ch Guidelines, 41, Fed. Reg. 27. 

36 51 Fed Reg. 23, 306 (1986). 
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Under this Coordinalsd Framework the jurisdiction of regulation was 

determined by product's use.37 The EnvironmenUd Protection Agency had 

jurisdiction over pesticides, nllcroorganislllS in contained uses, and 

microorg,an.U.ms not used for agricultural purposes. Food and food activities, . 

animal and human organs, medical de"ices and biologics38 came under the 

Food and Drug Adrni:nistration. The United Stales Department of Agriculture 

was revewing animal biologics, plants, animals, microorganisms with 

agricultural uses and plant. pulses.39 

Eventhough this Coordinamd Framework has certain advantages, it 

re·sulted in an overlapping of jurisdiction, Therefore. BSCC constituted B 

kad agency to coordinate its fimction.41 

37 	 See Supra, n.7, p.l91. 

38 	 Biologics are medicinal preparations made from living organisms and 
their products including seIUms~ vaccilles~ antigens and antitoxis. 
Dorland's Medical Dictionary, p.169 (26 ed. 1985). 

39 	 See Richard Hindmarch. op. ciL, p.200. 

40 	 Ibid. 
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C. The Institutional Framework for Biosafety: The Indian Position 


The Ministry of Environment. and Forests lmder the Environmental 

(Protection) Act, 1986 issued a notification in the year 1989,41 This 

Notification set certain Rules for Manufacture, use, import, export and. 

storage of hazardous rnicroorganisnlS Qr cells. 

Five Conunitt.ees were set up at various levels under the Notmcation:42 

The Comnlittee were: 

1. Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (WAC) 

2. Review Committee on Genetic Mmripulation (RCGM) 

3. Institutional Bio ..Safety Committee (lBSC) 

4. Genetic Enginee.ring Approval Commit1e·e (GEAC) 

5. State and District. Level Biot.eclmology Coordination Committees 


(SBCCs and DBCCs) 


The fir&1. three Conuruttees i.e.> RDAC, RCGM and IBSC are presently 

ftmctional under the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) and the GEAC is 

functional at the Ministry ofEnviromnent and Forests.43 

41 Notification No.1037 (E) dated 5.12.1989. 

42 Ihid 

43 See Biosafety Regulations~ The Annual Report of the 
Deparllnent of.Biotechnology, (1996-1997). 
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The Department of Bioteclmology prepared the RecoDlbinant Safety 

Guidelines in 1990 in accordance with the 1989 Regulations. The 

DepartJnent of Bioteclmology Revised the Guidelines ill 1994. Tllls revision 

was carried out in the light of India's ratification of the Biodivent+ity· 

convention.44 

Since nlost of the researches using GMOS are considered as department 

projects the I.ru,1.itutional Biosafety Committees ensure that all the rDNA 

Biosafety Guidelines are followed and adhered to. The DBT has one 

representative each in all IBSCs. Presently 71 IBSCS are functional.4S 

Having seen the environmental risks involved in genetic research and 

the structure of the biosafety mecllmrlsm evolved to curb these 

environmental hazards, now we will attempt to have 8 look at the bioethical 

dimensions of the issue. 

44 Ibid 

45 Ibid 
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Part III 

The Bioethieal Dimensions 

The purpose of this brief enquiry here is to restate the fact that there 

are eqaully strong argwllents in theoretical plane against excessive lIWlUDl . 

interference with nature and its products. The following argwnents are two 

representative lines of thinking in this regard. 

A. Spedes Intesrity: 

Species integrity is the understanding that species should not be 

mixed:46 This is based on the notion of completeness of a living being."" The 

holistic understanding of animate existence envisions the universe and the 

living nature in tenns of interacting wholes.'!8 In this perspective human 

being as well as microbes play somewhat equal roles in the process of 

biological evolution.. But nlodem biology rejects this completelless concept 

46 	 Daryl RJ. Macer, Attitudes to Genetic Engineering, (Eubios Ethics 
Institute~ 1992). p.13. 

47 	 Ibid~ p.23. 

48 	 Ibid. 

49 Vwuiana Shivs, Captive Millds and Captive Lives) (Centre for Science) 
Teclmology and Resources Policy, 1995), p.20. 
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of living matter and considers speCles as reproductive communities.XI 

Theoretically speakins. this is the reflection of the reductionalist parailigm of 

life sciences. Reductionism explains biological entities in terms of the laws 

of inanmlate existence.:;} A living being is considered equal to a machine 

which can be dismantled and again recom1rncted. It is argued that· 

reductional:ist biology devalues all forms of knowledge and ethical systems 

related to living organisms that are not reductionist.S2 In this context. the 

observation of David Ehrenfeld is pertinent 

«'We are on the verge of losing our ability to tell one plant or animal 

fronl WIother. WId of forgetting how the known species interact among 

themselves and with their environment"5) 

Therefore species integrity is to be preserved for hunllUl, animal and 

plant. well being. But genetic engineering flows the reductionist. paradigm. 

and advocates for the engineering of living beings. Patents on life forms 

which encourages this therefore goes against the notion of species integrity. 

50 	 lbid, p.2. 

51 	 See supra n.l. 

52 	 See generally, David Ehrenfeld, The Fo,.getting, (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1993). 

53 	 Ibid. p.6. 
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B. Int.ergenerational Equity: 

Intergenerational equity is the basic equality of generations in the 

human family.54 Acoording to Edith Bro'wn, the oonoept of intergenerational 

equity has the following dimensions.jj It involves: 

Conservation of options: Each generation must. conserve the natural 

and cultural resources base so that the options of future generations 

are not restricted. 

Conservation of quality: Each generations Dlust DUUlltmn the quality 

of the planet so that it is passed on in worse condition that they found 

it. This is the nrinimwn requirement. 

Conservation of access: Each generation must have an 

intergenerational equity to right of access to the legacy of past 

generations. 

If we have au obligation towards the coming generations to keep the 

nature intact. are we doing justice when we interfere with the natural 

evolution? The patentability norms for bioteclmological inventions require 

su.bstantial changes in the genetic constitution of a living subject matter as 8 

54 	 Edith Bro~ "Our Rights and Obligations About Future Generations"') 
84A...I.l.L. 198 (1990). 

55 	 Ihid p.203. 
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basic criterion. That. means an invention t.o he patentable must have made 

substantial changes in the nature and function of a living organisnl for 

meeting the novelty requirement. Instead of limiting non-natural 

interventions, this criteria require the hunlWI intervention to be extensive. 

Therefore our present day patentability noms further the exten~ion ofhuman . 

intervention with the nature WId its products forgetting our obligations 

towards the generations to come. 

Part IV 

A Critique 

We have seen in Part I of this Chapter, the various risks involved in 

the development of genetic engineering. The veracity of the· arguntents 

against. the uncontrolled application of genetic engineering is not so far 

refuted by the scientific comnlUlllty. Since these arguments me not 

out.rightedly rejectelL it can be Wlderstood of having some valid scientific 

grounds. Therefore the attenlpt is not to discard or approve these 

environme.ntal risk is...<tUes instead an attempt is made to appreciate the 

desirability of patenting living beings in the light of the potential ecological 

threats it poses. The first is...~e here is. can restrictions on patent grants be 

effectively used to check the wIfettered deploYIllent of biotechnological 

inventions so as to curb its ecological hazards? 
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Though there are argmnents claiming that. broad bioteclmology patents 


hamper innovation, it is generally accepted that patent stand w; an effective 

tool in boosting the commercialisation of biotech inventions. Since 

bioteclmological innovations are of high conmlercial viability, bioteclmology 

has become the focal point of inve~1ments in the international trade scenario; 

the chunk of which is made by the MNCs..!iO Profit motivation drives the 

corporations towards massive conunercialization of biotech inventions. On 

the other hand the R&D efforts on various biotechnology researches need 

huge investments which compel the scientific community to get associated 

with the Corporations. Therefore patents play an important role in bringing 

the bioteclmological inventions from laboratories to the market. This shows 

the possibility of using patents as regulatory lltf.chouoon on the deployntent 

of biotech innovations. If patents can effectively be used as an :instrument. to 

regulate genetic engineering indu.....uy, the next important question is~ is a ban 

on life patenting a progressive step in this regard? 

As stated earlier, the importance of biotechnology is to be estimated in the 

light of the long term social risks associated with it. The envirorunental risk 

argunlents gets strengthened when it COlnes to "living inventioni' i.e.~ 

56 	 See K. Ravi Srinivas, eePrivate Investment in Biotechnology in 
Promoted in India" ~ 11 Biotechnology alld Developmell1 MOllitor, 16, 
(1992). See also CCBioteclmology: For whose Benefits?" E.P. W, Sept.7 
(1991). For a general understanding of the issue see Mitchel B. 
Wellerstein op. cit. p.8. 
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microorganisms, plants and animals. If the extent. of intervention in the 

natural evolution is greater, the more is the ecological hazards. 

The trends in the field of patenting biotechnological inventions during 

the last fifteen years~ if critically looked at, reveals certain fundamental facts. 

The patent claim in Chakrahorty case57 was for a microorganism.. In the later 

cases the clainlS did not confine to microorgmumlls or micro biological 

process. In Onco Mouse ClUeSi the claim was for a tmn.sgenic mouse, a case 

on animal patent. In a developnlent parallel to this patents were granted on 

plants also.S9 Now according to the present practice of EPO and American 

Patent Office cell lines (both human and non-human) can be patented.6l> 

Presently the concern is transgenic mammals.61 and the recent. reports centres 

around hU1fJQ1l-clonesfJ It should be noted that mammals is the species to 

which human beings also belong. 

57 Diamondv. Chakraborty (SC) 447 U.S.305. 

58 See Chapter III, nAO. 

59 See tbr details Chapter III~ 11.36. 

60 See Patricia. A. Rae, op. cit., p.32. 

61 See Chapter lit n.39. 
62 See generally) The Hindu Dai{v dated 28 Feb., 1997, The Asian Age 

Daily dated 2 March, 1997. 
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From the above fact it. can be lmderstood that. there exi..<ds a tendency t.o 

get patent protection for higher WId higher fonns of life. Since the issue 

central to the envirorunent risk bared argmnents in the varying degrees of 

non-natural inteIVention the above observations becollIe Ullportant. If that is 

the case patenting of a microbiological process has to be seen differently 

from patenting of a cloned sheep. Here arises the question of setting legal 

norms as to what is petent.able and what is not, on the basis of the extent of 

intervention and the resultant environmental hamrds, 

TRIPs is attempting t.o strike a balance by drawing a line in between 

microorganisms patenting and b.igher life-fornl patenting. But TRIPs does 

not. prevent. the member countries from providing a broader patent regime 

covering higher fonns of life also. In order to strike this balWIce the 

grounds relied on were public order, morality, health and envirorunental 

protection. Is this a right approach towards the issue of patenting life-fornlS? 

It is not so far scientifically proved that the risk involved in releasing 

genetically engineered microbes into the nature will be lesser than the risks of 

releasing genetically engineered higher life-forms. Therefore on the basis of 

ecological stw.1dards~ patentability nonns CWlllot be set distinguishing 

microorgan:ism.s and microbiological processes from the case of ptenting 

higher fonn-supplies. 
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The same is the reasoning for distinguishing eco-friendly biotech 

researches from the ecologically hazards ones. In order to explain the 

expression injurious to public health, what s.ll are the harmful researches and 

what are llot are to be detemrined. This cannot be done 011 the b&;s of 

certain general ~1.andards. Therefore even in the institutionalized 

arrangements a case to case approach is generally adopted. Therefore, 0. 

general mandate for patenting of microorganisms makes it impossible to 

adopt a case to case approach. This vitiates the very essence of public health 

provision in the Patent. Act 

The basic reason behind creating biosafety nlechanism is to strike a 

balance between the relative merits and demerits of biotedmology research 

by putting reasonahl8 re..,friction.' upon it. Having seen the institutional 

arrangements in US and in India, now we are to ask the question, are 

biosafety nlechanisnlS capable to curb the environnlelltal hamrds of nulk.ing 

applicable biotechnological inventions. This question can be answered in two 

angles. The first and foremost criticism against all biosafety anangements is 

that the risk of genetic engineering research cannot be me&"Uted in uantitative 

temlS. All biosafety mechanism are tmgetted towards two goalS:63 

1. Risk Asses~ment. and 

2. Ivlonitoring 

63 	 See Mark W. Lauroesc~ "Genetic Engineering: Innovation and risk 
minimization". 57 George fJTashington} Law Review, 100 (1988). 
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The complexity of organisms, the fluid nature of genomes and the 

complexity of ecological interactions make both these goals near 

impossibilities." Scientific strategies are yet to be evolved to objectively 

estinUlte the risk of Geo Releases. Therefore till such standards are evolved 

biosafety guidelines will not be able 10 provide objective criteria which in a 

way detenmne the patentability of biotechnological inventions. 

Another criticism is the one relating to the inefficiency of the existing 

nlechanism, especially that in India. ~ tbr example the institutional 

arrangement for biosafety in India is purely adhoc in nature. The industry's 

priInary objective in this regard is the uncertainty of the DBTs approach 

towards a specific case. Another major criticism is the one relating to the 

non-tran...;;parency of the systeln. The absence of clear statutory provisions 

backed by strong policy, results in incidents like the IARl issue. 

64 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE CONCLUSION 

Law in the area oflife patenting has been in the course of development. 

in the developed cOWltries for the last two decades keeping pace with the 

developments in bioteclmology. Bioteclmology either directly or indirectly 

deals witlI living subject matters. The adV8IlCenlents in this area" proved 

possible that genetic constitutions of living beings can be altered. This 

resulted in the emergence of genetic engineering as a scientific revolution 

which promises even the creation of new forms of life. The subject matters 

of these inventions are microorg911.isms~ hybrid pl811ts~ genetically 

engineeered animals, human genes and cell lines. The high commercial 

potentials of genetic researches Dlade this branch of science a focal point of 

trade and investment. Consequently claims for patents on these living beings 

have started coming up. This led to a situation where law and legal systenlS 

were called upon to address the iss.'Ue of granting patents on living beings 

particularly in the context of globalization of traditional investments. The 

various judicial bodies which were called upon t.o address the issue. did not 

venture to look at it objectively in the light of the moral, ethical and 

environmental dimensions. This is evident from the U.S. Supreme Court 

decision in Cluiktraborly and the reletance on the part of the EU Patent 

13:5 




Appellat.e Board in Greim Peace case accept the responsibility of Patent. 

Office to decide on the question of environmental risk. The resultant judicial 

process therefore failed to reflect upon the competent rationale involved in it. 

This gave rise to the legal recognition of Wldesimble standards inconlpatible 

with the larger social needs thereby lacking universal acceptability. The' 

attempt in the 1RIPs Agreement to recognise patent protection for some life 

fonns even lack sound jurisprudential backing. On the other hand the 

patentability nonns under the Indian patent regime in this regard are set in 

tune 'with the social and political setting of India. The country is at. cross 

roads today because TRIPs mandates for patenting living beings. 

We have seen that our pre·sent day understmlding of the notion of life 

has its roots in the well established principles of natural law. Even the 

concept of life in the con...<;t.itutionallegal domain stenl from the notion of 

natural rights. This natural right to life is nothing but the principles of natural 

law brought to the realm of rights through the consent theories. Therefore 

the positivist. understanding of life do not. have an exi~1ence independent. of 

the principles of natural law. Naturallaw principlees have been recognized 

in different way and in different fonn in different schools of thought. But it 

renlains the same in its essence. The fundamentals of these natural law 

principles postulate the values inherent in life. 

----------... ..- ...~~-



Our property jurisprudence also has to have its conceptual basis in the 

principles of natural law. But no school of thought so far has ventured to 

advocate the e.xtention of property over 'lift). malting it private property and 

an object of commerce. Even the liberal theoretical construct on property by 

Locke did not proceed in those lines. Any attempt to restate the juru;prudence' 

ofproperty has to have Q. conceptual bearing on the ba..~c premises of natural 

law. But the extention of private property rights over life fonns by patent 

grants is an attempt to contradict the fundamentals of natural law. It lacks a 

conceptual theoretical basis and any attempt to justify ~mch a move need to 

restate and redefine the ba..~ of natural law which seems to be a near 

impossibility. Therefore it is strongly felt that granting patents on life forms 

violate the intrinsic values of life. 

At a tnne when India is required to provide patents on living 

organisms. the provisions of the Patents Act which set the nonDS for 

patentability need thorough exmnination. Such an examination is to be made 

in the light of an understanding of India's territorial morality. This Indian 

Dlorality is also pre,mised on the ftmdmnental principles of natural law 

explained above and extents further so as to encompass the values of the 

Indian Society. We have noticed that these values of Indian CODlffiwrity 

coru,ider it to be immoral and unethlcal to interfere with life thereby 

distorting its inherent values. 
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The Indian Patents Act specifically says that an invention is not 

patentable if it is against the principles of morality and natural law. Here 

arises the conflict between the TRIPs and the Indian Patent Regime. The 

attempt in the TRIPs to ~1rike a balance between the value conflicts on life' 

patenting is evident from the incorporation of the <morality-puhlic ordre' 

provisions in Art.27(2) so as to certain items from patenting and the 

obligation to grant patent for nucroorgani..'ml and nlicrobiological processes 

under Art.27(3). 

The operation of Art.27(2) is limited by a proviso which says that an 

exclusion cmmot be made 111erely because tIte exploitation is prohibited by 

law. But Art.27(3)~ though allows the exclusion of plants and animals from 

patentability. brings micro organisnlS within its purview. This wact goes 

against the jurisprudential basis of Art.27 (2) resulting in an erosion of the 

balance Wnled to strike by incorporating certain basic norms for excluding 

even living beings from patentability based on morality principles of 

sovereign states. But from the review provision in Art.27(3) it appears that 

the framers of the TRIPs were aware of these conflicts. Art.27(3) provides 

for a review of the patentability criteria, to be Dlade four years after the date 

of entry into force of the WTO Agreement i.e., 1-1-1999. As far as India is 
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concerned the att.empt. should be to bring specifically inventions on life 

within the coverage of the general excl~~on WIder Art.27(2}. 

As regards plant varieties are concerned the lRIPs luandate is to 

provide protection by patents or by ntigenem or by a combination of the 

both. Since patents on plants attract scathing criticisms in the above lines, 

the alternative is the slligeneris system. An effective SuJgeneris system also 

diamond for a private property rights over plants through a statutory 

mech~1ll. Therefore all the arguments based on moral grolUlds equally 

apply to such a legal mechmrism. 

The provisions in Se.c.3 of the Patents Act are to be· analysed ill the 

light of Art.27(2) of TRIPs. Since these provisions encompass the notion of 

morality in the Indian territorial context, the TRIPs objection for nuddng 

certain inventions illegal by statutory measures does not have any bearing 

upon it. In fact Art,27(2) of TRIPs justifies the numdate in Sec.3 of the 

Patents Act.. Any attempt. to interpret the above mentioned provisions is to 

be made in the light of the jurisprudential enquiry can on the context of 

morality in the Indian context. This enquiry unequivocally declares that 

patenting of living beings is inmloral and against the well established 

princ-iples of natural law. Therefore Section 3 of the Indian patents Act. 

denying patent protection for W1Y fonn oflife needs to be retained. 
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TRIPs is Art.27(2) expressly recognises the need to protect hmmm, 

animal and plant lives, as well as health and envirorunent. This reflects the 

concern regarding the long ternl social risks associated with the conmlercial 

exploitation of biotechnological inventions. Since trade motives foster the' 

connnercialisation of biotechnology~ the environment risk argmnents have a 

larger economic dimension. But granting private property rights stands 

central to all these different arguments. Therefore the morality issue has a 

direct bearing on the environment-based argwnents agai1L<t the deployment 

ofbiotechnological inventions. 

This again attracts B joint reading of Art.27(2) of TRIPs and Sec.3 of 

the Indian Patents Act. The reasoning here is identical to the one which we 

have raised in the morality context. Sec.3 of Patents Act has to be read in 

consonance with. Art.27(2) of TRIPs thereby reasserting the strength of (the 

morality> puhlic order, environmental protection' arguments again..~ life 

pat.enting. Any attempt to override or nullify these provLctions violate the 

basic norms, which they stenl from. Therefore Art.27(3) is to be restructured 

so as to receive universal acceptability. This becomes easy because Art.27(3) 

gives a roonl for renegotiating the patentability noDUS in the TRIPs. 
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